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9:30pm - 1 :30am 
$1.00 Pint Bud & Bud Light Drafts 
O P E N  P O O L  
★ ★ ★
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Every Thursday, Friday & Sat. 
Back Bar 
9:30pm - 1 :30am 
★ ★ ★
Trivia Games • Dart Boards 















Monday - Pound of Wings ®395 
Tuesday - 400 Mini Burgers 
Wednesday - 250 Tacos 
Thursday - Pick 3’s *375 
4:30 - 7pm Friday - Momma’s Nachos
Dor //¿w  ftl&no. /f
Philly Cheese Steak •  Ribeye Steak •  1/2 lb. Burgers •  Sirloin Steak 
• Our Own Smothered Chicken •  Jerk Chick On A Stick* Wraps
• Soup • Specialty Salads • Appetizers •  Grilled Salmon • Cheesecake
• Fish Platters Every Friday •  White Fish or Talapia (taste like Crappie)
CURBSIDi DINING NOW OPEN • WEATHER PERMITTING
Late Night Food Specials
Mon & Tues •  8-10pm  
1/2 Price Appetizers
Thurs •  9-11pm (Front Bar Only) 
1/2 Price Appetizers
Fri & Sat •  9-11pm  
1/2 Price Appetizers
Special does not include Pick 3 ’s  and Bacon 
Wrapped Shrimp or Steak Appetizers
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Letters to the Editor Policy:
The editors, staff and publishers of the Alestle 
believe in the free exchange of ideas, concerns and 
opinions and will publish as m any letters as 
possible.
Letters m ay be turned in at the Alestle office 
located in the Morris University Center, Room 2 0 2 2  
or via e-mail at alestle@gm ail.com .
All hard copy letters should be typed and double­
spaced. Letters should be no longer than 50 0 
words.
Please include phone number, signature, class rank 
and major.
W e reserve the right to edit letters for gram m ar and 
content. However, care will be taken to ensure that 
the letter's message is not lost or altered.
Letters to the editor will not be printed 
anonymously except under extreme circumstances.
We reserve the right to reject letters.
About the Alestle:
One copy of the Alestle is no charge. Additional 
copies cost 2 5  cents.
The Alestle is a m ember of the Illinois College Press 
Association, the Associated Collegiate Press and U- 
WIRE.
The name Alestle is an acronym derived from the 
names of the three cam pus locations of Southern 
Illinois University Edwardsville: Alton, East St. Louis 
and Edwardsville.
The Alestle is published on Tuesdays and Thursdays 
during fall and spring semesters and on 
Wednesdays during sum m er semesters. For more 
information, call 6 5 0 -3 5 2 8 .
Have a com m ent?
Let us know!
Send us an e-mail: 
alestleeditor@gmail.com 
The Alestle 
Campus Box 1167 
Edwardsville, III. 6 2 0 2 6 -1 1 6 7
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Survival Tip # 1 : 
Keep an eye out for helpful hints 
scattered throughout this issue!
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Welcome back, Cougars
Friday, August 17, 2007
This is a landmark year -  the 50th anniversary o f the 
university’s founding. A  number o f exciting events are 
scheduled to celebrate this 
milestone, and the buzz 
surrounding the anniversary makes 
this an especially exciting year to be 
a student at SIU E.
As it turns out, this year marks 
the 50th anniversary o f  student 
journalism at SIU E. Although the 
name “Alestle” did not come into 
being until 1960, the first campus 
newspaper was published Oct. 11, 1957. Keep an eye out 
later this fall for our 50th anniversary special edition, 
which will take a look at the history o f both the university 
and the campus newspaper.
To pay homage to the decade o f our founding -  and 
to play literally o ff the term “Back to School Survival
Guide” -  this issue is designed to reflect a 1950s 
wilderness survival guide. Hope you have as much fun 
reading it as we’ve had creating it.
The Alestle is not all about the 1950s this year, 
though. In fact, we’ve jumped headfirst into the future, 
with a complete overhaul our Web site to bring you the 
latest SIU E news. Now, the Alestle’s online product is not 
simply a reproduction o f the print edition -  it’s beginning 
to take a life o f its own.
Our Web site has a new look, plus a new name. We’re 
now open for business at www.alestlelive.com. We’re 
taking the name seriously -  the Alestle really is going live.
First and foremost, the Web site is now designed to 
handle breaking news as it happens. N o more waiting 
around until Tuesday or Thursday. It’s not just about 
articles, either -  audio and video productions make 
www.alestlelive.com a true multimedia experience.
Other changes in pur traditional print publication
include a new Arts &  Entertainment section. Featuring 
artists, performers, movies, music and more, it brings a 
refreshing change to the middle o f the paper. Catch our 
first A & E section in Tuesday’s Alestle.
Enjoy the Back to School Survival Guide and be sure 
to look for the Alestle’s exciting new features this 
semester. While you’re at it, why not check out page 19 to 
find out how to win a free T-shirt?
I f  you ever have questions or comments, feel free to 
drop us a line. We’re here for you.
So, get out there and make this landmark year an 
amazing one. And, as usual, best o f luck this semester.
See you at the newsstands.
Megan McClure
Editor in Chief
Welcome to the 2007-8 
academic year! S IU E ’s 50th 
anniversary is here. It’s guaranteed 
to be a busy and exciting time. 
Many people have been working 
extremely hard planning 
celebration events. I encourage all 
o f  you to 
make plans 
to attend as 





c a m p u s ,  
you’ll notice 
that our university is changing. 
These changes can be very 
challenging for all o f  us. Although 
they’re inconvenient, these 
changes are necessary to the 
advancement o f  our education. So, 
let’s be patient with the headaches 
that come along with progress. 
Administrators, faculty, staff, and 
students are all working diligently 
to make these changes as 
convenient as possible.
I f  you listen closely you’ll hear 
talk about the value o f  our 
degrees. While I agree that 
updating and expanding the 
university is necessary, I firmly 
believe that the best w ay to 
increase the value o f  our degrees is 
by raising our individual GPAs. 
Make a commitment to yourself 
and to your peers that you’ll do 
your part in increasing the value o f 
the degrees conferred by SIU E.
Your academics should always 
have first priority. Take 
responsibility for your education 
by attending classes, completing 
assignments, and participating in 
class and group discussions. This is 
the only way to guarantee that you 
will reap the benefits your time 
and money are paying for. Offer to 
help others, and remember to seek 
help when you need it. We have 
dedicated professors, instructors, 
tutors, and advisors who are 
willing to help you. And don’t 
forget to ask your peers for their 
assistance. They are often the ones 
who can help clarify that difficult 
concept or theory.
Finally, remember to make 
time for yourself. You’re the only 
one who knows your limits, so be 
sure to set checkpoints along your 
educational path. Routinely assess 
your priorities and reach out for 
support when you need it. 
Remember that it is perfectly okay 
to say no. As a matter o f  fact, 
sometimes we simply have to!
I hope you have a great 
academic year. I wish you the best 
o f luck in everything you do. If 
you ever have any questions, 
concerns, or com m ents, please 
don’t hesitate to contact me at 
extension 3821 or stop by Student 





Welcome to a new year o f excitement and 
opportunity at SIU E! You are here to build on 
your education and experiences o f the past and 
to pursue learning a vast wealth o f knowledge 
available through higher education. Years 
from now, you will likely find that fall brings 
to mind memories o f textbook shopping, new 
friendships and
rewarding classes.
Whether you are a new 
or returning student, 
commit to making the 
most o f  your time on 
campus.
This is an especially 
noteworthy year, since 
SIU E begins the 
celebration o f  its 50th anniversary — 1957- 
2007! The Founders Day Convocation is 
scheduled on Monday, September 24, at 10:30
a.m. in the Vadalabene Center. Faculty, staff, 
and students are invited to attend. Many other 
events will take place throughout the year. 
Watch the Alestle and SIU E website for 
details.
As students, you will benefit from our 
excellent academic programs, our faculty and 
staff committed to providing you with high 
quality educational opportunities, and our 
harmonious campus climate that encourages 
open dialogue and mutual respect among 
individuals with different backgrounds, 
cultures, and perspectives. Citizenship, 
excellence, integrity, openness, and wisdom 
comprise our University values and guide our 
work day in and day out. These values are so 
important to SIU E that you will be reminded 
o f them every time you see the large banner in 
the Morris University Center.
As in other worthwhile endeavors, the 
outcom e is often proportional to the
investment. This is true both in your academic 
and extracurricular activities. There are 
numerous opportunities to get involved in the 
life o f  the university.
For example, there are frequent faculty 
and student exhibits in the Art and Design 
Building and in the M UC. There is also the 
Arts &  Issues Series and a wide variety o f 
organizations, associations, plays, musicals, 
and clubs to broaden your university 
experience. The Student Fitness Center is 
home to a variety o f exciting recreational 
programs and, while every day is a great day to 
be a Cougar, this is especially true on days with 
scheduled athletic events -  students are 
admitted free!
Another important opportunity for 
activity and involvement during your college 
experience is to stay informed and offer your 
opinions on campus issues. An excellent way 
to do this is by reading the campus newspaper, 
the Alestle. The name is a combination o f 
Alton, East St. Louis and Edwardsville and 
highlights the unity o f  S IU E ’s three 
educational branches. The Alestle is one 
vehicle through which the entire campus 
communicates. Don’t hesitate to weigh in on 
topics o f interest.
The fall semester signals a renewed 
opportunity for investment in the future. I am 
pleased and excited to welcome you to SIU E, 
a university that is on the move and gaining 
national recognition for the excellence o f its 
programs and development o f  professional and 
community leaders. B est wishes for a 




Welcome to the SIU E Community! This is an 
exciting time in your life. As a student, you will be 
introduced to many new and different ideas and 
experiences; you will be challenged to think logically and 
creatively about difficult questions; and you will be asked 
to discuss the answers to these ^  
questions. Join in the discussions, I  
you have much to offer. j W
From my perspective, here are I  
some valuable points to assure your I  _
success as an SIUE, student:
First, and foremost, invest the 
time and energy necessary to M p l P m  ‘
Most academicians recommend —^ -----
a minimum o f  tw o hours studying outside o f class for 
every hour o f class. Attend class regularly and make sure 
you know your instructor’s attendance policy. Be on time 
and be prepared for every class meeting. Sit in the front o f
the classroom! Follow your syllabus, and make sure that 
you are organized and that your assignments are 
completed in a timely manner. I f  you need help, talk with 
your instructor or advisor so they can direct you to the 
best source o f help.
Second, resolve conflicts, differences and disputes by 
thoughtful discussion.
Civility is a cornerstone o f  our academic community; 
you are expected to act and behave accordingly. At times 
you may disagree with fellow members o f the academic 
community. Part o f your college experience is learning to 
resolve disagreements in a fashion that is in keeping with 
your role as an educated member o f the SIU E academic 
community.
Third, get involved in student life.
There are numerous opportunities available to you to 
become involved in activities and services beyond the 
classroom. Check out the student organizations on 
campus, they need your participation. Consider doing
volunteer work related to your academic major or 
participate in the social and recreational opportunities on 
campus. All o f these activities give you the chance to 
interact with your fellow students, faculty and staff and 
serve to enrich and broaden your education.
Fourth, and lastly, take care o f yourself.
Achieve the balance between what is required to 
succeed at the University and the other obligations o f 
family and work. Occasional stress i& a normal part o f a 
student’s life. H ow you cope with it, in a constructive 
manner, will make all the difference for you. Make lifestyle 
decisions that arc in your best interest.
Again, I welcome you to SIU E. I look forward to 
m eeting you on campus and hope you find your 
University experience both rewarding and memorable.
Narbeth R. Emmanuel Ph.D.
Vice Chancellor for Smdent Affairs
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Survival Tip # 2 :
Hungry? No need to cook. 
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Sophm ore Chris Arnett surveys the drink selection at Center Court in the basem ent of the M orris University Center. 
Although m ost of Dining S e rvice s’ venues are located in the University Center, other outlets are available in the Skywalk 











H u n g r y ?  W h y  w a i t ?
by Matthew Schroyer
Alestle Reporter
When it comes to a grow ling 
stomach after a valiant battle with 
homework, there is only one sure-fire 
cure: a hearty meal.
However, filling up on food is not 
as simple as stuffing one’s face.
Keeping yourself fed in college can 
be an expensive and dubious task. That 
is one reason why SIU E adopted the 
Cougar Card and meal plan programs,’  
according to Jim McDermott, business 
manager for the M orris University 
Center.
“We think it’s a better deal because 
there’s more choices than going to a 
residence hall where they have one place 
to eat,” McDermott said.
M cDermott, who was the chief 
architect o f  the current meal plan 
system, designed the plan so students 
could take advantage o f  all S IU E ’s 
dining locations. Armed with a Cougar 
Card, students can use their meal plan 
money at all 12 dining venues on 
campus.
“You never have to worry about 
where you’re going to eat,” McDermott 
said.
To get the most out o f the food 
plan, M cDerm ott suggested taking 
advantage o f  all the food venues at 
SIU E. One place students may pass up 
while hunting for food is the University 
Restaurant, located on the upper level o f 
the MUC.
The University Restaurant’s relaxed
atmosphere is very different from the 
busde and activity o f Center Court. 
Another key difference is students may 
find more faculty and staff here than in 
Center Court and may even bump into 
one o f their professors. It’s not 
uncommon to see students enjoying a 
bite and chatting with professors. 
McDermott estimates that as many as 
half o f  the restaurateurs in the 
University Restaurant are faculty and 
staff.
“Quite often, there’s faculty, staff, 
and students sitting at the same table,” 
McDermott said.
As its name suggests, the format o f 
the University Restaurant is much like a 
restaurant. At University Restaurant, 
tables are serviced by the M UC wait 
staff, a menu and an all-you-can-eat 
buffet. While some frequent customers 
o f the University Restaurant choose to 
leave a tip, it is not required.
“I f  they want to tip, that’s fine,” 
McDermott said.
The 60 percent discount applies for 
meal plans at the University Restaurant, 
like most all o f  the dining venues on 
campus. However, there is one location 
where the discount is not valid: Union 
Station in the M UC.
The draw o f Union Station may be 
strong to many students -  energy drinks, 
candy bars and other snack items are 
readily available. But, this can come at a 
price, as it is not discounted on the 
60/40 meal plan. This means that 
whatever the sticker says on the food 
item, the customer is actually paying 60
percent more when using the 60/40 
food plan. This can easily drain a meal 
plan, but an easy solution is to pay with 
cash or charge card instead.
I f  a student happens to get 
dangerously low on money on his or her 
meal plan, they can visit University 
Housing in Rendleman Hall, and add to 
the plan in $100 increments.
Making the most out o f  the SIUE 
meal plan can also be as simple as using 
it in the first place. Snidents who live in 
Prairie, Bluff or Woodland Halls are 
required to pick up a meal plan, but meal 
plan coverage does not end with 
residence halls. Meal plans available to 
students living in residence halls are also 
available to students living in Cougar 
Village and Evergreen Hall.
The advantage o f getting the meal 
plan when living in Cougar Village or 
Evergreen comes down to dollars and 
cents; every meal plan purchase is tax- 
free.
In Edwardsville, where sales tax is
6.6 percent, one year on the $1,290 a 
semester meal plan will save a student 
$170. On the $1,780 a semester plan, 
the savings jump to $235.
Over four years, that’s up to $940 
saved.
“I think it’s important to realize that 
it’s tax free,” McDermott. “ Don’t miss 
out on getting the tax exemption.”
Matthew Schroyer can be reached at 
alestlcnews&gmail.com or (>50-3527.
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Pizza Hut Express 
Taco Bell Express 
The Grill
First Level







Bluff Hall Cafe 
Commons Grill 
Skywalk Food Court 
Woodland Cart
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Survival Tip # 3 : Always lock your 
vehicle and keep valuables out o f sight.
Protectingyour
valuables
Theft incidents on the rise -  
how can you avoid being a victim?
by Steve Berry
Alestle Photo Editor
SIU E police responded July 3 to a report o f  plants 
being dug up and stolen from Woodland Hall. One week 
later, a data projector, valued at $5,000, was reported 
missing from Dunham Hall. The projector was last seen 
July 5. Two days after the projector was reported missing 
from Dunham Hall a student’s laptop, charger and paper 
scanner were reportedly nabbed from the same building.
SIU E Police Lt. Kevin Schmoll recognizes theft as a 
problem on campus and says it is “our No. 1 crime.”
Schmoll said as o f July 26, there have been 105 
reports o f theft on campus, 57 o f which are burglary theft 
from a vehicle.
On one day in April -  Friday the 13th, by 
coincidence -  13 vehicles were broken into.
Recent SIU E graduate Jay Jaeger decided to start a 
Facebook group after his Chevy S-10 X-treme was broken 
into on campus. The group is called, “SIU E Theft on 
Campus. Where are the Cameras?” They advocate the 
installation o f surveillance cameras in the parking lots. 
The Facebook group has 376 members.
One member, M att Tempia, had his car broken into 
twice within a four-month time span.
Tempia said the first time was in October 2006. He 
reported the break in and theft o f  a DVD player head unit 
to SIU E police.
“That’s all they stole, but they knocked out a lock on 
my passenger side door, and they cracked the front panel 
around the head unit,” Tempia said.
Tempia said in February, thieves did it again.
He had the lock and vehicle D VD player replaced by 
insurance and the thieves broke the lock and grabbed the
DVD player again.
Tempia said thieves also stole a gym bag containing 
an M P3 player, sneakers, and an Air Force uniform.
“They hit me harder the second time, actually,” 
Tempia said.
Jay Jaeger and Matt Tempia appeared on a May 4  Fox
2 News story about car break-ins at SIU E.
Director o f Administrative Services Bob Vanzo said 
SIU E  is “currently in discussion” about installing 
surveillance cameras in the parking lots. Vanzo said 
administrators have met with a consultant, but cameras 
are “still under consideration because it’s very expensive.”
In the meantime, Schmoll said, “Lock doors in 
vehicles and keep valuables out o f  plain sight.”
Steve Berry can be reached at alestlenews@0 mail.com or 650- 
3527.
IMO*S
P I Z Z A
6 9 2 - 6 1 0 0
Open 7  days a week 
Dine - In • Carry - Out • Delivery
W e  s e r v e  P i z z a ,  S a l a d s ,  S a n d w i c h e s ,  
P a s t a ,  A p p e t i z e r s ,  D e s s e r t s
Located at the corner of 
157 & Center Grove Road
C U S T A R D S  &  C O F F E E S
6 9 2 -6 1 4 0
O p e n  7  d a y s  a  w e e k  
Dine - In • Carry - Out • Delivery
W e serve Sundaes,
C oncretes, Shakes, Malts, Floats, 
Sm oothies, Frozen Coffee Drinks, 
Traditional Coffees, Specialty C offees
Located within Imo's Pizza
photo by Steve Berry/Alestle
Junior M att Tem pia’s Mazda 626 was broken into twice last fall while parked on campus. 
More than 100 theft reports were recorded during the 20 0 6 -0 7  school year.
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SIUE employs approximately 1,200 student 
workers on campus. These student employees 
perform tasks ranging from answering phones at 
desks in Rendleman Hall to cooking burgers at the 
Grill in Center Court and refereeing intramural 
sports to working as a “life model” at the Art and 
Design building.
Sally Mullen, associate director o f  Financial Aid 
who works in the Student Employment Office, said 
students must use the school’s online job database 
to get a job on campus.
“There is really only one way for them to get a 
job on campus, and that’s through Student Job 
Finder on the web,” Mullen said. “We post all o f the 
jobs there, on-campus and off-campus jobs, for the 
students to look at.”
Using the Student Job Finder, students can 
search for specific jobs or view all job opportunities. 
The page for each specific job opportunity lists a 
description o f the job, qualifications needed, hours 
per week, wage paid, schedule (most are flexible) 
and application instructions. The Student Job 
Finder is located at siue.edu/studentemployment.
Mullen said students have many different jobs 
to choose from.
“We have everything from students who do 
programming, students who work in the library and 
work in the fitness center -  you know, check out 
equipment -  RAs (resident assistants) in housing, 
and lots o f  different office jobs, food service type 
jobs and janitorial type jobs,” Mullen said. “It’s just 
a big variety.”
Junior Shane Stevens is employed as a resident 
assistant in Prairie Hall. She works regular office 
hours, one night a week on duty, and various 
weekend shifts on duty.
“We get hourly pay on top o f housing being 
paid for,” Stevens said. “RAs definitely get involved 
with the university. I definitely feel connected to the 
university because I’m an RA.”
Stevens previously worked in Dining Services 
at Center Court and as a desk manager at Prairie 
Hall and Cougar Village.
Job opportunities can be found at the Art and 
Design building. Senior Jennifer Church works at 
the Cage, an art supply store in the Art and Design 
building.
The Cage consists o f  a stock room and a 
counter where students request art materials. 
Church is not an art student, but she said she enjoys 
working at the Cage.
“ (I enjoy) being in a different atmosphere 
because I’m not an art student,” Church said. “ I like 
art and I like drawing and stuff but that was nothing 
I ever pursued. It’s kind o f like I’m still surrounded 
by that by working down here and being around 
other people who like art.”
To be considered for employment, students 
must be enrolled in at least six credit hours and be 
financially cleared. International students on F -1 or 
J - l  visas must be enrolled in 12 credit hours during 
the fall and spring to be qualified for campus 
employm ent. In addition, some jobs require 
employees to meet a certain grade point average, 
among other standards.
Applications and qualifications vary, but job 
descriptions are posted in detail on the Student Job 
Finder.
“The jobs on campus change daily...it’s an ever 
changing list and that’s what Student Job Finder is 
good for,” Mullen said.
Steve Berry cm be reached at alestlenews@ßmail.com or 
650-3527.
Survival Tip # 4 :
Campus jobs pay at least $7.50 per hour, 
but some pay more. For more information, 
visit siue.edu/studentemployment.
S O U T H  P O I N T E  
E d w a r d s v i l l e ’s  P r e m i e r  C o l l e g e  
C o m m u n i t y  h a s  a  N e w  A t t i t u d e !  ____
Refreshing New Changes have Improved this Spectacular 
C om m unity~ Come by and view your new home today!
v v l  LIM ITED TIME OFFER
¡yfV  2 Bedroom Homes Only
$780/month = $ 15/month savings!!
Sign a  lease by A ugust 1 and get this great retie!
* Not to be combined with any other offer (i.e rent.com)
, i ■ g  ■ Fun, Friendly Studen t A tm osphere 
'»  Spacious 2-Bed, 1.5 Bath Town Homes 
Fabulous 3-Bed, 2.5 Bath Town Homes 
- »  FREE Expanded Basic Cable 
: ar. All Kitchen A ppliances
, g 'j W asher/D ryer Connections/ Rental A vailability 
Pet Friendly 
«¡ÉL» Private Patio or D eck 
«aSL; 24 Hour Em ergency Service
C herry H ills Properties, Inc.
11 S o u th  C herry H ills 
E dw ardsville, IL  62025 
(628) 6 92 -9310  www.rentchp.com
Need Back-to-School cash? Send us a customer who signs a 





3592 S . State Rte. 159
1 Large 1 topping pizza $6.99
(c/o or delivery, deal exclu sively  for students, faculty, and staff)
__________Expires 5/31/08________________________________
B e t t e r  In g r e d ie n ts .  
B e t t e r  P i / z a .
photo by Steve Berry/Alestle
W orking at Starbucks, junior Brian Pritchett moves a bread cart out of the store. Dining S ervices is 
am ong the largest employers of S lU E ’s nearly 1,200 student workers.
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The e-ID:




A  way to stay connected within the SIU E 
community is through the Cougar e-ID, which is 
short for electronic identification.
Students, faculty and staff wanting an e-ID 
apply for one through the Office o f Information 
Technology. Applicants are assigned an e-ID and 
corresponding password. The password must be 
between seven to eight characters, or else access to 
the services provided will be denied.
With an e-ID, a person will gain access to many 
services at SIU E, including Blackboard courses, 
dial-up access to the Internet, document imaging, e- 
Mail and a personal w eb page. Further services can 
be added to the e-ID account depending on the 
person’s position at SIU E , referring to whether that 
individual is a student, faculty or staff member.
N ot having your own e-ID won’t be a problem 
for anyone anytime soon, according to Information 
Technology Manager Brian Lotz.
“An e-ID is reserved for every student, staff and 
faculty member upon their 'o ffic ia l start or 
registration,” L o tz  said in an e-mail. “Most 
everyone activates them immediately in order to 
have access to the services.”
To properly ensure a person has continual 
access to all services provided with an e-ID, they
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must renew their password every 60 days or it will 
expire. To do this, visit the e-ID  page at 
siue.edu/eid, and select the fourth option, “I know 
what my password is and I want to change it.” This 
option is still available to expired passwords. If a 
password is lost, a visit to OIT at Dunham Hall in 
Room  0210 is necessary.
I f  a person’s e-mail inbox exceeds the allowed 
five megabytes, the e-mail will be automatically 
archived every night at 9 p.m. I f  that person wishes 
to return their archived e-mail, they should visit the 
e-ID Web site for instructions.
This was case for freshman Aaron Eimer, who 
initially panicked when he had his e-mail archived 
and was unsure what exactly had happened.
“Some o f  my e-mail just disappeared, and I 
didn’t know what to do,” Eimer said. “Eventually 
though, it all returned back to normal, and I got 
everything back that I thought I had lost.”
After 180 days following graduation or non­
registration o f classes, the account becomes locked, 
and then if  30 days pass after this, the account will 
be terminated. Any issues with the e-ID, which that 
are unable to be correctly solved over the Internet 
warrant a phone call to the Customer Support 
Center o f O IT at 650-3739.
Justin Gibson cm be reached at alestlenews@jimail.com or 
650-3527.
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To update their e -ID  passwords 60 days, users m ust access the e- 
ID Web site.
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Junior elementary education majors Jim Peck and Ellen Ogden use 
a group study area in Lovejoy Library to prepare for an oral 
presentation. In addition to providing a quiet place to study, Lovejoy 
Library offers com puters, research assistance and a variety of 
other resources for students.
Shhhhh...
It’s no secret -  




Sometimes it may seem as 
though trying to find a book in a 
library is like searching for a 
needle in a haystack.
But senior history major 
Justin M cNutt believes the 
library is not as intimidating as it 
might appear to be.
“It can be confusing to come 
in here,” McNutt said, “but once 
someone explains it all to you, it 
is fairly easy.”
Students may feel as though 
they are embarking on a treasure 
hunt looking for that one book in 
a sea o f never-ending aisles and 
volumes. Instead o f wasting time 
trying to conquer it on your own, 
learn about the different 
techniques and procedures to 
finding a book.
Lydia Jackson, instruction 
and reference librarian, said the 
library will provide sessions to 
learn about the library during the 
first couple o f weeks o f  the fall 
semester.
“We are going to show 
students how to use the online 
catalog, access electronic 
resources and guide them 
through the homepage,” Jackson 
said.
Because there is no 
registration for the sessions, 
students may come in at their 
convenience to multiple sessions 
throughout the day. Jackson said 
it is important for freshmen to 
learn the basic skills o f the library 
to prepare them for their college 
career.
“We encourage students to 
come in and feel comfortable and 
ask questions,” Jackson said. “We 
want to assist them with their 
research needs.”
Besides being able to attend
the multiple learning sessions, 
students can schedule a one-on- 
one session for a special reason 
with a subject librarian. Jackson 
said there are subject librarians in 
every discipline.
The library’s Web site also 
offers help for students. I f  a 
student is not on campus and has 
a question, the Web site offers e- 
mail and chatting w ith a 
librarian. The site also has a 
“H ow  do I?” section where 
students can access frequently 
asked questions, such as how to 
put money on your Cougar Card 
to print paper. The Web site also 
offers a virtual tour o f  the library.
Jackson encourages anyone 
who has questions to go to the 
information desk, where 
someone will always be available 
for assistance. Maps and material 
location guides are available there 
as well.
Once a student starts 
learning the system, Jackson said 
they should be able to navigate 
pretty quickly.
Jackson said the Library o f 
Congress Classification System 
arranges the library, and books 
are located on all three floors. 
The classification scheme that 
starts with L , M, N O or P as well 
as the reference collection is 
located on the first floor. A 
through K and the microfilm and 
microfiche are on the second 
floor. Q  through Z, as well as 
U .S. government documents, are 
on the third floor.
Jackson said students can feel 
free to contact her with questions 
at 650-2604 or
ljackso@siue.edu.
“We are always available to 
help,” Jackson said.
Lori Schueler can be reached at 
alestlenews@0mail.com or 650-3527.
SIU€ Health Service 
Cougar Care
All SlUe students may use the Health Service. Please bring your 5IU€ identif icotion 
card with you at each visit. As a currently enrolled student you may see a member of our 
health care delivery team for a routine visit at no charge. A minimal fee is assessed for 









our office to schedule on appointment.
Roam 0224 (lower level) Rendelman Hall 
Monday though Friday, 8:00 dm. - 4:30 p.m.
S lU e  Health Service
Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville
Campus Box 1055
Edwordsvilfe, IL  62606
618-650-5839
618-650-2842 (Clinical Care)
w m  .siue.edu/HB ALTH
For all serious injuries or illnesses; please call 911 for immediate assistance.
Examples of service offered by our office are physician visits for short term illnesses, 
routine examinations, 5TD screening and treatment, birth control methods, allergy 
injections, blood pressure checks, tuberculosis skin testing, immunizations, counseling 
visits, and health education programs.
Our laboratory and pharmacy will accept written requests from outside physicians. The 
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Re-identifying yourself
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Survival Tip # 5 : You must have a new 
Cougar Card to rent textbooks.
by Holly Meyer
Alestle Managing Editor
For SIU E students, the Cougar Card is more than just a form o f 
identification; it is a passport to the university.
“It’s pretty much a key to everything,” junior Stefan Mierzwa said.
The card has more than 30 different uses, including checking out 
library books and receiving discounts at participating businesses o ff 
campus.
Losing the Cougar Card can stir up a sense o f  panic in students. 
Rightfully so, since the current Cougar Cards not only provide access 
to almost everything on campus.
Mierzwa had lost his Cougar Card twice.
“I felt worried that someone was going to pick it up and charge 
stuff on it,” Mierzwa said.
I f  students lose their cards, they should contact the service center 
immediately so the lost card can be deactivated, Lora Flamm Miles, 
Assistant Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs, said.
“They really need to take care o f it,” Miles said. “There is money 
attached to it.”
Replacing a misplaced Cougar Card is relatively easy, but at $15 a 
replacement card, it can get pricey if  the student does not hold on to 
it.
“Some students are very responsible,” Miles said. “Some 
students we almost see on a monthly basis.”
Flamm Miles said the entire campus is being re­
carded for security reasons. Cardholders’ Social 
Security numbers were embedded in the former 
versions o f the Cougar Card. In fact, state regulations 
are requiring the university to do away with using 
Social Security numbers as much as possible.
The re-carding o f the campus will be free and is 
required for everyone, Flamm Miles said.
The re-carding process has already begun; traffic 
in the Service Center picked up as fall semester 
approached. Satellite re-carding stations will be set up 
around campus to make it quicker for people to get the 
new card.
The re-carding schedule can be found at 
www. siue. edu/COU G ARCARD/.
Flamm Miles said students only need to bring in 
their old card so the university can destroy it. This way, 
no one will be able to obtain the Social Security numbers 
o ff o f them.
Students will be able to take a new picture as well,
Flamm Miles said.
The card has an added feature; it will function as a 
regular debit card.
Flamm Miles said students will be able to set up a 
checking account with the Bank o f Edwardsville, 
which now has a branch in the Morris University 
Center. Students are able to use the Cougar Card as a 
debit card; the money will be taken direcdy from their 
checking accounts.
The new card marks the fourth time the university 
has changed the Cougar Card. It has been changed in the 
past to picture parts o f SIU E such as the Cougar Mascot 
or a building on campus, according to Flamm Miles.
Students have always had an identification card at 
SIU E, but it was not until the 1993-94 academic school 
year when die Cougar Card became what it is today.
The Cougar Cards’ introduction coincided with the 
opening o f  the first residence hall, Woodland Hall, 
according to Flamm Miles.
The need for a smart card arose when access to the 
residence hall needed to be monitored and meal plans 
became available, Miles said.
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Survival Tip # 6 :
Professors are available during office hours 
to answer questions and discuss issues.
Keeping it ‘clas
Proper class behavior key to academic success
by Catherine Klene
Alestle A&E Editor
Never bite the hand that grades you.
The adage -  revised slightly for the 
college student -  holds true. But how can a 
student stay on the “good side” o f a professor 
and what behaviors are guaranteed to blow 
steam from their ears?
Elementary education senior Ashley 
Ades said she and her friends did not always 
take some o f her general education classes 
seriously during her freshman year.
“We weren’t the best students,” Ades 
said. “We joked around with (the professor) a 
lot, and*he got sick o f  it.”
Looking back, Ades said-she probably 
should have focused more on the coursework 
instead o f  the next one-liner.
“Take things seriously,” Ades advised.
“Stay involved. Don’t be afraid to sit in the 
front o f  the class.”
Senior engineering student Chris 
Anderson had one solid piece o f advice he 
was sure would keep any professor happy:
“Show up.”
Anderson also encouraged students to 
find solutions to their own problems before 
running to the professor to wheedle a few 
extra points.
“Professors like to see you do something 
for yourself before they do something for 
you,” Anderson said.
Computer science professor Bill White 
said for many students, attending class is not 
as big a problem as coming prepared.
“ I f  you go to class com pletely 
cold...everything goes right over your head,” 
White said.
W hite stressed the importance o f  
completing assignments and homework on 
time and actually reading the assigned texts.
“When I tell (my students) they have 
three weeks to do (an assignment)... all too 
often, many think they have nothing to do for 
20 days,” White said. This procrastination 
can lead to unnecessary stress and lower 
grades.
W hite said he believes the 
professor/student relationship is a 
partnership, not a friendship. Students should 
not try to make the professors happy, White 
said, but they should hold up their end o f the 
educational bargain by being prepared and 
focusing on the lecture or assignment.
“Students should ask questions,” White 
said. “O f course, if  they’re not prepared, 
they’ll probably be dumb questions.”
White said he is open and friendly to his 
students, “but I don’t want to mislead them
into thinking we’re pals.
“I’m not here to please the student,” 
White said. “I’m here to work with 
them.”
Ellen Lavelle is the director o f the 
Excellence in Learning and Teaching 
Initiative, which focuses on enhancing 
communication and cooperation between 
professors and students at SIU E.
Lavelle said a student should focus 
on getting the most from their class, not 
about pleasing the professor.
“Students need to fully engage in 
learning,” Lavelle said.
Lavelle said one main difference 
between a college level and high school 
level class is the amount o f personal 
responsibility a student has. Professors 
are not your parents, she explained.
“Students are grown-ups,” Lavelle 
said. “They really need to take 
responsibility for themselves.”
Just as students have personal 
responsibilities in the classroom, so do the 
professors and instructors.
“ (Professors) should be tactful, authentic 
and honest,” Lavelle said.
Lavelle said professors should carefully
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Inappropriate classroom 
behavior, including cell phone 
use, can lead to problems.
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Need career advice?
Want to explore a career field?
Looking for a position?
Need information on resume writing, 
interviewing, job search, etc?
Services:
#  Career Counseling
#  Cooperative Education
#  Internships
#  On-Campus Interviews
#  Assessment Instruments
#  Career Resource Center
#  Resume Referral
#  Career Class ADI 17
#  IMAGE Seminar 
Saturday, February 16,2008
#  Career Carnival
Tuesday, September 18,2007
#  Mentor Program
f  a r e e r  F a i r s :
Cougar Jobline
www.siue.edu/careerdevelopmentcenter
Career Development Center 
3126 Founders Hall 
618-650-3708
•  October C areer F a ir ‘07
Wednesday, October 3, 2007
•  Health Careers Fair ‘07
Thursday, November 8,2007
•  Career Network ‘08
Wednesday, March 5, 2008
•  Education Career Fair ‘08
Tuesday, March 4, 2008
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Laboratory work is am ong the services offered by Health Service. W alk-ins are accepted, but 
appointments are recom m ended.
Survival Tip # 7 : 
A pharmacy is located in the 
basement of Rendleman Hall, 
adjacent to Health Service.
* just what the
d o c t o r  
o r d e r e d
by Matthew Schroyer
Alestle Reporter
When it comes to a sneezy, achy, good- 
for-nothing cold, the campus clinic is die first 
place many visit when away at college. 
Consider it a step up from the nurse’s office 
from the high school o f yesteryear, and the 
next best thing apart from mother’s oh-so- 
comforting soup du jour.
But there’s quite a bit more the SIUE 
clinic can provide, above and beyond the 
traditional antibiotic treatment. In the clinic, 
which is housed in the basement level o f 
Rendleman Hall, students can find a variety 
o f services from care for acute illnesses to 
check-ups, to all manner o f  immunizations, 
to screening and treatm ent o f  sexually 
transmitted diseases.
“Our office is happy to see any SIU E 
student that needs our services,” Health 
Service director Riane Greenwalt said. “We 
are able to provide medical care, health 
education or a referral.”
The most common reason why students 
visit die clinic is for acute medical care. This 
category includes students looking for 
medical help from colds, sore throats, sprains 
and stomach aches. But, there are also a 
sizeable number o f students who come to the 
clinic for certain immunizations, which are 
required to register for classes.
Vaccinations
State law requires all students have the 
“MMR” immunization, meaning measles, 
mumps and rubella. And, every 10 years, 
students must get an immunization for 
tetanus and diphtheria. Depending on when a 
student had his or her last tetanus and 
diphtheria shots, the 10 year timeframe might 
expire, requiring a visit to the clinic for an 
update before registering for classes. Both 
shots cost $6 for students at the clinic.
There is also a host p f  other 
immunizations that students can get apart 
from state-required treatments.
“Health Service gives as many or more 
immunizations as a pediatrician's office, so we 
feel very competent about our service,” 
Greenwalt said.
Two potentially fatal diseases, Hepatitis 
B and meningitis, can be prevented with 
immunizations. These immunizations are not 
required, but arc highly recommended from 
the American College Health Association. 
Health Service provides both immunizations, 
as well as immunizations for hepatitis A, 
chickenpox, pneumonia and typhoid.
Another immunization option is the flu 
vaccine, which is given free starting every year 
in October, until the state-supplied inventory
is all used up.
“Our nurses are happy to talk to students 
about which vaccines are appropriate for 
them individually,”  Greenwalt said. “Many 
students are encouraged to receive the 
meningitis vaccine and the Hepatitis A &  B 
vaccine.”
Sexual health
One vaccine that Health Services might 
offer in the near future is Gardasil, a vaccine 
produced by the Merck corporation that 
provides immunity from certain types o f 
human papilloma virus (HPV) and helps 
prevent cervical cancer.
“Health Service is working directly with 
the pharmaceutical company and the School 
o f Pharmacv to figure out administration 
options for our students,” Greenwalt said.
Other reproductive health services can be 
provided by the clinic, from general 
education to STD screening and treatment. 
All o f the clinic’s screenings are handled at an 
in-house laboratory.
“Any time a student is concerned about 
their sexual health, I recommend they make 
an appointment t6  se e th e  o f our providers,” 
Greenwalt said. “The visit and care is 
confidential.”
Female students can also discuss birth 
control options with a wom en’s health 
counselor. A consultation can include an 
annual exam, address problems and provide 
testing. The clinic maintains a pharmacy 
stocked with popular birth control 
prescriptions, including Nortrel, Ortho 
Tricyclen Lo, Depo Provera, Nuva Ring and 
Plan B in both prescription and over-the- 
counter varieties.
You’re all covered
The out-of-pocket cost for a student to 
see a nurse or physician at the clinic is zero. 
All students are given a health service fee as 
part o f tuition. But, for laboratory work, 
medications, complete exams and 
immunizations, there is a minimal fee.
Although the clinic can help students in 
many cases, occasionally the need arises for a 
student to visit a specialist to handle an acute 
problem. In those cases, physicians can 
provide referrals within a network o f  
specialists. However, these specialists work 
outside o f the clinic and charge for their 
services. Greenwalt said it is important that 
students have insurance coverage in the event 
they need to see someone outside the clinic.
“While most students enjoy good health, 
a student can rarely afford a major medical 
expense,” Greenwalt said. “When students 
require health care outside o f  our office, the
costs can be very expensive.”
Students may already be covered under a 
parent’s medical plan. In the event that a 
student needs to use the services o f  a 
specialist, or in a medical emergency, 
Greenwalt recommends students keep on 
them a copy o f their insurance card and a list 
o f contact numbers. For students who do not 
have coverage, an insurance plan is available 
from Academic Health plans. Undergrad 
students must be enrolled in at least six 
semester hours to qualify, and grad students 
must be enrolled in three semester hours. 
Details are available on the Healdi Service 
Web site at siue.edu/healthservice/.
Other care options
As much as the clinic can help students, 
there are situations where medical care o f a 
more urgent nature are required. In 
emergency cases, 911 is die best call. I f  a 
student lives on campus, they are advised to 
contact the RA about the situation, who 
might call 911 themselves. After the call to 
911, SIU E police will determine the next 
appropriate step, which could include the 
assistance o f an ambulance and an EM T team.
I f  a student is not in immediate danger, 
but requires the services o f an emergency 
room, the closest hospital to the SIU E is 
Anderson Hospital at 6800 state Route 162 
in Maryville, which is six miles o ff campus. 
The main phone number for Anderson is 
288-5711, and the emergency room can be 
reached at extension 500.
Anderson can be reached from campus 
by heading south on University Drive (which 
turns into Route 157) and turning left onto 
Route 162 East. Anderson is located a short 
distance East o f the intersection o f  Route 162 
and Route 159.
An urgent care facility is located one mile 
o ff campus, which can help students after 
normal clinic hours. Anderson ExpressCare is 
open from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. even' weekday, 
and is located at 17 Ginger Creek Meadows 
in Glen Carbon, o ff o f  Route 157. The phone 
number for Anderson ExpressCare is 656- 
9777.
The Health Service Clinic is open from 8 
a.m. to 4 :3 0  p.m. every weekday, but it is 
recommended that students call in for an 
appointment before coming to the clinic. To 
schedule an appointment, call die Health 
Service Clinic at 650-2842 . For more 
information about the Health Service Clinic, 
visit the Web site at siue.edu/healthservice/.































Illinois Health  
Benefits Hotline:
1-800-226-0768
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Campus safety: a two-way street
by Angie Thomas
Alestle Reporter
For students returning to SIU E, the new 
semester brings new experiences. Along with that, 
each semester brings the responsibility o f being safe 
while on campus.
One major security concern comes from a 
seemingly harmless activity most students will do 
every day: crossing the street.
For new students, this may sound ridiculous. 
While it may seem there is nothing menacing about 
walking across a few lanes o f traffic, returning may 
remember that sometimes it feels more like a game 
o f “Frogger” than a simple walk to class.
SIU E alumnus Melissa Corbin remembers the 
game very well.
“It was the thing I hated the most about 
campus,” Corbin said. “You can never tell i f  people 
are going to stop.”
Corbin also said she was often unsure o f who 
had the right o f  way and how to cross safely.
The university is working to alleviate die 
confusion o f the crosswalk. According to Director 
o f  Administrative Services Bob Vanzo, an 
informational video will be shown in residence halls 
during move-in days and is also available to view on 
the parking services Web site at 
admin.siue.edu/parking/.
“The video is done tongue-in-cheek,” Vanzo 
said. “ It is meant to be humorous.”
Although the video is meant to be entertaining, 
it is also meant to deliver an important message.
According to Vanzo, one thing people may not 
know is that, in crosswalks where there are two 
lanes o f  traffic in each direction, motorists are 
required to w ait until the pedestrian clears both
lanes, not just one.
Motorists not following the rules will be given 
moving violations, which can affect insurance rates 
and points against a person’s license.
Another common mistake is the fault o f the 
pedestrian.
“Do not step in a crosswalk and think that 
(traffic) will stop,” Vanzo said. “Yes, (pedestrians) 
have the right o f way, but that doesn’t mean 
motorist will stop.”
The video covers these tw o issues as well as 
other issues relevant to crossing traffic on campus.
Other efforts are in effect to insure the safety o f 
students and faculty while on campus. The SIUE 
Police Department is always available, and offers 
many services to provide protection to the campus. 
A list o f  available services such as escorts, 911, and 
crime alerts can be found on the SIU E  Police Web 
site along with campus safety statistics.
Vanzo said a significant part o f  campus safety is 
the network o f around 65 emergency telephones 
placed around campus. The university is also doing 
some landscaping to provide safety.
“ [The landscaping] is partially because the 
plants have reached their life cycle,” Vanzo said, 
“but also to provide as much safety as possible. We 
don’t want places where people can hide.”
The landscaping efforts w ill consist o f 
grooming back trees and plants to help eliminate 
shadows as much as possible and to increase 
visibility.
Additional information on campus safety 
policies and procedures is available on the SIUE 
Web site.
Angie Thomas can be reached at alestlenews@gmail.com 
or 650-3527.
photo by Steve Berry/Alestle 
A motorist waits as a cyclist passes through a crosswalk on South 
University Drive. Director of Administrative S ervices Bob Vanzo said 
pedestrians and cyclists should wait for vehicles to stop before 
entering a crosswalk.
Survival Tip # 8 :























Hawaiin Shirts or 
Beach Attire
I
1201 N. Main St. Edwardsville, IL • 618*656-1113
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photo by Steve Berry/Alestle
A Parking Services staff m em ber issues a parking citation in the m etered lot next to the Morris University Center. Parking 
Services issued more than 2 8 ,0 0 0  parking tickets during the 2 0 0 6 -0 7  school year.
Parking perks
Parking Services goes beyond 
permits and parking tickets
by Holly Meyer
Alestle Managing Editor
Stomach grow ling and tired o f 
microwaved Ramen noodles, you hop in 
your car and drive to the Morris University 
Center. You feed the meter a quarter and a 
nickel -  buying a cheeseburger from the grill 
cannot take that long, right? As you walk out 
to your car with your clam-shell foam 
container holding your piping hot burger you 
see it -  a little white slip o f  paper tucked snugly 
between your windshield and your wiper. You 
got a ticket.
Meter violations are the most common 
parking tickets issued by Parking Services officials,
Bob Vanzo, Director o f Administrative Services, 
said.
Freshman Christine McGoveran is one o f the many 
who have found a parking ticket on her car while it was 
parked in the meter lot.
McGoveran said she, put a few minutes worth o f 
change in the meter because she had quick Business to take 
care o f on campus. When she camc ljack to her car she had 
a ticket. She said her meter fould not have been expired 
for more than two or three minutes by the time she 
walked out to her car.
“I can see if it was really busy, or I was really late, but 
it wasn’t,” McGoveran said. “There was hardly anybody in 
the parking lot.”
Though anti-Parking Services sentiments often run 
high among ticket recipients, keeping violations o ff 
windshields is just a matter o f  following the rules.
“The best way to avoid a parking ticket is to buy a 
permit and park where you’re supposed to,” Vanzo 
said.
Vanzo said Parking Services has issued 28,521 
parking tickets in the past academic school year. He said 
they use to issue more than 30 ,000 rickets in past years, but 
with the newly implemented escalating fine system the
number o f tickets has decreased.
Repeat offenders are targeted with the 
escalating fine system.
“The first one serves as a warning,” 
Vanzo said;
The first parking ticket is $10. With each 
violation after the first ticket, the price o f the 
ticket increases by $10. A person’s seventh 
ticket would cost $70.
The ticket holder has 10 working days to 
pay the ticket or the price will increase by $5.
Most people only come in contact with 
Parking Services when they have a ticket or buy 
a permit, but Parking Services does much more. 
The employees make sure the over 9,000 
parking spaces available to the university 
community are in good condition.
“Parking Services provides as convenient and safe o f 
parking as possible,” Vanzo said.
Parking Services and the £ IU E  police have teamed 
together to provide the motorist assistance program for 
the university community.
“ The M otorist Assistance Program provides 
complimentary services to stuilents and staff,” Vanzo said. 
“That means no charge.”
On 1,348 occasions in the past year, university 
motorists have used the MAP services: jump starts, escorts, 
flat tires, fuel, lockouts and de-icing. De-icing is one o f the 
most popular services offered by the program, according to 
Vanzo.
The number o f motorists assisted is not completely 
accurate since Parking Services employees do not always 
record every car they offer dc-icing services to during the 
winter months. This is because, for instance, they may 
receive one call but help multiple people in the parking 
lot, according to Vanzo.
The number for the MAP is located on the back o f 
all parking permits.










Edwardsville -  650-3324 
Alton -  474-7100 
East St. Louis -  482-8717 
or push “INFO" button on 
emergency pole
Parking permits
Blue Permits -  $94
Lots -  P I, P2, P3 
Faculty and staff
Green Permits -  $ 1 2 4
Lots -  A, E 
Faculty, staff, graduate students, 
undergraduate students 
(limited amount available 
through lottery process)
Brown Permits -  $ 1 2 4
Lot -  F 
Faculty, staff, students
Red Permits -  $84
Lots -  P4-P11 
Students, graduate students
Yellow Permits -  $ 1 0 9
Lots BH, PH, WH, EH, CV 
Residence hall or Cougar Village 
residents (sold separately)
Orange Permits -  $ 1 2 4
Lots D, G 
Art and Design faculty 
and Birger Hall staff
Evening Permits -  $ 1 0 4
Lots -  A, E (after 3 p.m.); 
P4-P11 (before 3 p.m.) 
Students with evening classes
M otorcycle Decals -  $ 7 4
'Lots -  Each lot as designated
Other parking lots
Visitor Parking (Lot B )
$1 per hour 
7 a.m. -  12:30 a.m. (M-Th)
7 a.m. -  5:30 p.m. (F)
Metered Lot (Lot C )
8 a.m. -  8 p.m. (M-Th)
8 a.m. -  4:30 p.m, (F)
S ource: S IU E  Parking & Traffic R egulations
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E a r l y  E x p l o r a t i o n s  I n c .
At Early Explorations Inc.. The Preschool For All Program 
is a quality enhanced program that provides a play-based 
developmental screening and discounted student rate. 
The classrooms are mixed age groups (ages ranging 
from 3-5 year olds) We offer: hearing and vision 
screenings, parent/child libraries, monthly parent 
meetings/workshops, family reading nights, parent- 
teacher conferences, individualized child assessments, 
and goal setting, and developmental^ appropriate 
classroom curriculum.
For information on screenings or openings. 
Please Call Jessica at:




funded by student fees
by Kyle Wiese
Alestle Reporter
With expenses for student 
fees on the rise, some may 
wonder where all o f  that extra 
money may be going.
Students are responsible for 
several fees, ranging from those 
that help out SIU E athletics to 
the maintenance o f facilities to 
the funding o f  campus housing 
activities.
“Every year, there is a team 
that reviews the fees and will do a 
financial analysis to determine 
how much money w ill be 
required to provide each service,” 
Barry Greenberg, associate 
director o f the Bursar’s office, 
said.
According to Greenberg, 
SIU E does not necessarily expect 
each fee to go up, but each fee 
will be analyzed to determine if 
more funding is necessary or if  no 
additional or less funding is 
necessary'.
“One example o f  a fee that 
does not necessarily increase each 
year is parking. This year will be 
the first time in about 5 or 6 
years that the parking fee 
increased,” Greenberg said.
Tuition depends upon how 
many semester hours a student is 
enrolled in as well as whether or 
not the student is an Illinois 
resident or is an out-of-state 
resident.
Tuition fees are also 
dependent upon whether a 
student is an undergraduate, 
graduate, School o f  Dental 
Medicine student, School o f 
Pharmacy student, or enrolled in 
the Accelerated Bachelor Studies 
in Nursing program.
H owever, student fees 
depend upon how many semester 
hours a student is enrolled in, not 
upon school standing or
whichever school the particular 
student happens to be enrolled.
SIU E’s Registrar Web site, 
siue.edu/registrar, lists a 
description o f  each o f  the student 
fees and exactly how much they 
will cost each student.
One fee students pay is the 
Athletics Fee, which covers the 
expenses for all athletic programs 
and allows students to attend 
games free o f  charge.
For students enrolled in six 
or more sem ester hours, the 
athletics fee is $7 1 .2 0  per 
semester.
The Textbook Rental Fee 
pays for the cost o f Textbook 
Services and allows students to 
rent textbooks rather than 
purchase them.
Students enrolled in at least 
six sem ester hours will pay 
$57.60, and $9 .60 is added on 
for each additional credit hour.
To keep up the Morris 
University Center and student 
programming in the MUC, all 
students are charged the 
University Center Fee. Those 
enrolled in five or more semester 
hours are charged $148.
According to the Registrar’s 
Web site, the Student-to-Student 
Grant Fee provides small awards 
for students in need. The funds 
are m atched by the Illinois 
Student Assistance Commission. 
The fee is mandatory for each 
student but may be refunded by 
request at the Bursar’s Office 
within two weeks o f the start of 
the semester.
This fund is not charged to 
students enrolled in five hours or 
less, but is charged $6 to students 
taking six credit hours or more.
Students who live in campus 
housing are charged the Campus 





Survival Tip # 9 : 
Because of the Student 
Welfare and Activity 
Fee, students may use 
Student Fitness Center 
facilities at no charge.
Multiple sclerosis interrupts the flow of informati 
between the brain and the body and stops people 
from moving. With the help of people like you, the 
National MS Society addresses the challenges of 
each person whose life is affected by MS and helps 
them stay connected to the great big moving world.
JOIN THE MOVEMENT
jointhemovement.org j f k .  ■/*
WE EXIST 





Carole, diagnosed in 20C
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Welcome Back Students
From
r f t o l l u w o o d j a  n
Call to make your appointment today!
656-8266
23 Junction Drive, Glen Carbon (in front of W al-M art)
( f t o t i u w o o d j a  n
www.hollywoodtanco.com
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RESPECT
WORLD HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP
C O U TU R E H G O N Z A G A
S A TU R D A Y , A U G U S T  2 5 *9 p.m .
* ^ 0 R T S  ^
■ m
: $ 1 0  Domestic Buckets : 
! $ 4  A B S O L U T E  Mixers & !
■
Martinis |
Come Watch UFC 74 Live At
K r ie g e r ’s
Sports Orill
Edwardsville, I L  (618) 655-0771
Just for Laughs presents...
FREE FOOD!!! 
PRIZES!
* *  w w w .siue.edu/CAB
CLASSROOM
from pg. 12
plan assignments and make their 
expectations known on the first 
day o f class.
“When the professors are 
clear...the students are more 
likely to be successful in the 
class,” Lavelle said.
White said when he was a 
student, he spoke up if  he felt his 
professors were not maintaining 
their end o f the professor/student 
partnership and encouraged 
students to do the same.
“I never hesitated to be a 
squeaky wheel, but that’s because
I held up my end o f the bargain,” 
White said.
Lavelle said while a student 
should focus on the learning 
experience, common classroom 
courtesy is always expected.
Historically, many professors 
have complained o f cell phone
FEES
from pg. 1 6
concertos serenading the class 
during a lecture. The best advice 
for students who seem to have 
unlimited minutes and too much 
to say: unless it’s an emergency, 
turn the phone off.
I f  the call is an emergency, 
step outside o f  the classroom as 
discreetly as possible and keep it 
short. Also, do not chat loudly 
right next to the door, especially 
if  it is still open.
Whichever professor a 
student has, Lavelle encouraged 
students to remember the value 
o f a college education and the 
accountability that come with it.
“It’s a privilege to come to a 
university, it’s a right and a 
responsibility,” Lavelle said.
Catherine Klene can be reached at 
alestlenewsCcLpsmail.com or 650-3527.
C«mpu* Aritvltle* Board
depends upon which residence 
hall a student lives in or if  the 
student lives in Cougar Village. 
Students living o ff campus are 
not assessed this fee.
Each student is charged with 
the Student Welfare and Activity 
Fee (SWAE); however, this fee is 
split up into seven different sub­
fees.
The Campus Recreation 
Sub-Fee, Student Activities and 
Organizations Sub-Fee, Student 
Government Sub-Fee, Student 
Legal Services Sub-Fee, Student 
Medical Benefit Sub-Fee, Student 
Programming Sub-Fee, and 
Student Publications Sub-Fee 
combine to form the total SWAF 
fee.
Each student enrolled in six 
or more credit hours is charged 
$86.55 per sem ester for the 
SWAF fee.
To maintain the Student 
Fitness Center and its equipment, 
including as the walking track, 
weight room, and basketball and 
volleyball courts, SIU E assesses 
each student the Student Fitness 
Center Fee.
Every student is charged 
$62.30 for the Student Fitness 
Center Fee, regardless o f how 
many hours a student is taking.
E-mail services and Internet 
access are critical to SIU E, and to 
cover the cost, students are 
charged the Information 
Technology Fee. This fee costs 
each student $6.20  per credit 
hour.
In order to improve 
academic , support and to address 
the personal needs o f students, 
SIU E plans to construct an 
addition to die M U C called the 
Student Academic Success Center 
(SASC). Support centers located 
throughout campus will be 
relocated to this new, central area.
Students will be charged 
$4.60 per credit hour to help 
with the costs o f  the planned 
SASC center. However, students 
enrolled in 12 hours or more will 
pay a flat fee o f  $55 .20  per
semester for the SASC fee.
To maintain the air- 
conditioning, heating and 
electrical bills in SIU E ’s 
buildings, each student is charged 
the Facilities Maintenance Fee. 
This fee also supports basic 
upkeep for each campus building. 
Students are charged $15.75 per 
semester hour for this fee.
There are a few  differences in 
the fees charged to the School o f 
Dental M edicine students and 
School o f  Pharmacy students. 
Dental students are not charged 
with a Textbook Rental Fee or 
the Student-to-Student Grant 
Fee; however, they are charged an 
instrument rental fee o f $314 per 
year.
Pharmacy students are also 
not charged the Textbook Rental 
Fee or the Student-to-Student 
Grant Fee, but they are assessed 
with a School o f  Pharmacy 
Student Technology Fee o f $208 
per semester.
Accelerated Bachelor Studies 
in Nursing students are charged 
the same fees as graduate 
students, but they are not 
charged w ith the Textbook 
Rental Fee or the Student-to- 
Student Grant Fee.
Fees are subject to change 
each year.
“At the end o f  the year, each 
particular unit, such as Housing 
and the University Center, will 
do their ow n analysis to 
determine i f  fees will need to 
increase and determine if  it needs 
to go up and exacdy how much,” 
Greenberg said.
According to Greenberg, 
after each unit does their financial 
analysis, the university will 
conduct another analysis to 
determine if  the particular unit’s 
analysis was correct.
For more information about 
each student fee, visit the Office 
o f the Registrar website at 
siue.edu/registrar.
Kyle Wiese can be reached at 
akstknews@gmail.com or 650-3527.
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Alestle scavenger hunt
You could win a free T-shirt in this photo scavenger hunt!
Take a picture of yourself with:
The Rock
The rock is a popular spot for students and organizations to spray 
paint their colors and letters. The tradition began in 1968.
Chimega’s Grave
SIU E used to be hom e to real, live cougars. The cougars 
participated in parades and make appearances at SIU E  events. The 
first cougar to arrive on campus was named Chim ega after a 
contest at Springiest. A  student volunteer organization called the 
Cougar Guard took care o f  Chim ega and die second cougar, Kyna. 
When Chimega died M arch 12, 1985, at the age o f  17 , she was 
buried on campus. Find Chim ega’s grave.
Rainbow Connection mosaic
The brightly colored mosaic was dedicated at the Very Special Arts 
Festival in June 1982 . The tiles were made by special education 
students. Look for the Rainbow  Connection on the outside o f  
what used to be called Building III.
The Alestle Back to School Survival Guide
All you need to know  about SIU E  can be found in the Back to 
School Survival G uide, and all we need for this step in die 
scavenger hunt is a picture o f  you with it. Come on, this one’s a 
freebie.
The “e”
It’s more than a letter -  it’s S IU E ’s new marketing cam paign. For 
this step, take a picture (if yourself with an item featuring the “c .” 
The “e” is now your hom e -  welcome!
How to enter:
Facebook
This is the preferred w ay to 
enter the contest. I f  you have an 
account, upload your photos to 
the “Alestle” Facebook group by 
4 p.m. Friday, Aug. 31.
E-mail
I f  you do not have Facebook, e- 
mail your entries to 
alestleeditor@ gm ail.com  by 4  
p.m. Friday, Aug. 31.
In person
I f  you do not have a digital 
camera, hard-copy photos w ill 
be accepted in the Alestle office, 
M orris U niversity C en ter 
Room  20 22 , by 4  p.m . Friday, 
Aug. 31.
Details
Each person w ho subm its all 
five photos by 4  p.m . Friday, 
Aug. 31, will be entered in a 
drawing for a free Alestle T- 
shirt. Subm itted photographs 
may be published on the Alestle 
Web site, ww w .alesdelive.com .
G e t  e v e r y t h i n g  y o u  n e e d
for Back to School!
1506 Troy Rd 
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Love joy Library 
Metcalf Theater 













photos by Laura Lengyel 
map by Megan McClure
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M ovirï on  up!
Print&Design
650.2178
Get all the same great services on the 
second floor of the Morris University Center. 
Copies, flyers, banners & more.
Over the river and
center we go.
All-terrain vehicles can go 60 mph and 
weigh 600 pounds. Yet, many owners 
think of them as just big toys. Consider 
the facts: 136,000 ATV-related injuries 
were treated in hospitals and doctors' 
o ffices  in 2004. A cc iden ts  happen 
when ATVs are operated in the wrong 
place, under the wrong conditions, by 
people too young or too inexperienced 
in ATV safety measures. If you must 
ride an ATV, use your head— the right 
way. A public service message from 
the American Academy of Orthopaedic 
Surgeons and the Orthopaedic Trauma 
Association.
For re c o m m e n d a tio n s  
on ATV sa fe ty , v is it  
orthoinfo.org and ota.org.
AAOS
A m e r i c a n  A c a d e m y  o f  
O r t h o p a e d i c  S u r g e o n s
O r th o pa ed ic  T r a u m a  A sso c ia t io n
ESTABLISHED IN CHARLESTON, IL 
IN 1983 TO ADD TO STUDENTS GPA 
AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY.
______ f  > 4 -5 °  \ ______
8" SUB SANDWICHES
All o f my ta s ty  sub sandwiches are a fu ll 8 inches of 
homemade French bread, fresh veggies and the fines t 
meats &  cheese I can buy! And i f  i t  m atters to  you. 
we slice everyth ing fresh everyday in th is  store , rig h t 
here where you can see it .  (No m ystery meat here!)
#1 PEPE®
Real applewood smoked ham and provolone cheese 
garnished w ith  le ttu ce , tom ato, and mayo.
#2 BIG JOHN®
Medium rare  choice roast beef, topped w ith 
yummy mayo, le ttu ce , and tomato.
#3 TOTALLY TUNA™
Fresh housemade tuna, mixed w ith  celery, onions, 
and our ta s ty  sauce, then topped w ith  a lfa lfa sprouts, 
cucumber, le ttu ce , and tom ato. (My tuna rocks!)
#4 TURKEY TOM®
Fresh s liced tu rkey breast, topped w ith  le ttuce, 
tom ato, a lfa lfa  sprouts, and mayo. (The orig ina l)
#5 VITO®
The orig ina l Ita lian  sub w ith  genoa salami, provolone. 
capicola. onion, le ttu ce , tom ato. &  a real ta s ty  Ita lian 
v ina ig re tte . (Hot peppers by request)
#6 VEGETARIAN i
Layers of provolone cheese separated by real 
avocado spread, a lfalfa sprouts, sliced cucumber, 
lettuce, tomato, and mayo. (Truly a gourmet sub not 
for vegetarians o n ly ....................peace dude!)
J.J.B.L.T.™
Bacon, le ttu ce , tom ato. &  mayo.
(The only b e tte r BLT is mama's BIT)
★  SIDE ITEMS ★
*  Soda ra p ....................................................S1.29/SU9
*  Giant chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin co o k ie . . .  $1.50
★  Real po tato  chips or jumbo kosher d ill p ic k le .. . .  $1.00
★  Extra load of m e a t....................................................... $1.25
*  Extra cheese or extra avocado sp read .................. $0.75
★  Hot Peppers..................................................................... Free
FREEBIES (SUBS e CLUBS ONLY)
Onion, le ttu ce , a lfa lfa  sprouts, tom ato, mayo, sliced 
cucumber. Dijon m ustard, o il &  vinegar, and oregano.
.ttfiw iv IO * * ,
1 1Since  ■  ■  1983
--------1 GOr?BR L D ’ S G R E R T ^ Stt£ S  I------I ®SMET SANDWï C» I - ,
OK. SO MY SUBS REALLY AREN'T GOURMET AND 
WE RE NOT FRENCH EITHER. M Y SUBS JUST TASTE 
A LITTLE BETTER, THAT'S ALL! I WANTED TO 
CALL IT  JIMMY JOHN'S TASTY SANDWICHES, BUT 
MY MOM TOLD ME TO STICK WITH GOURMET. 
SHE THINKS WHATEVER I DO IS GOURMET. BUT 
I DON'T THINK EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT  
MEANS. SO LET'S STICK W ITH TASTY!
Corporate Headquarters Champaign, IL
_ y ^ s o \ _
PLAIN SUMS1"
Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce
SLIM I Ham &  cheese 
SLIM 2  Roast Beef 
SLIM 3  Tuna salad 
SLIM 4  Turkey breast 
SLIM 5  Salami, capicola. cheese 
SLIM 6 Double provolone
Low Carl) Lettuce Wrap
e ®  (Eras0
Same in g re d ie n ts  and p rice  o f th e  
sub o r c lub  w ith n u t th e  bread.
BOX LUNCHES. PLATTERS. PARTIES!
DELIVERY ORDERS w ill include a delivery 
charge of 45c per item  (*/-10c).
* * * ★ JIMMYJOHNS.COM ★ * * *
_ A t.s o \ _
THE J.J. 
GARGANTUAN”
This sandwich was invented by 
Jimmy John's brother Huey. It 's  huge 
enough to  feed the hungriest of a ll 
humans! Tons of genoa salami, sliced 
smoked ham. capicola. roast beef, 
tu rke y  &  provolone. jammed in to  
one o f our homemade French buns 
then smothered w ith  onions, mayo, 
le ttu ce , tom ato. &  our homemade 
Ita lian  dressing.
GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES
My club sandwiches have tw ice the meat and cheese, try  i t  
on my fresh baked th ick  sliced 7-grain bread or my famous 
homemade french bread!
#7 GOURMET SMOKED MAM CLUB
A fu ll 1 /4  pound of real applewood smoked ham. 
provolone cheese, le ttuce , tom ato. &  real mayo!
#S BILLY CLUB®
Choice roast beef, smoked ham. provolone cheese.
Dijon m ustard, le ttuce , tomato. &  mayo.
#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB®
Real genoa salami, Ita lian  capicola. smoked ham. 
and provolone cheese a ll topped w ith  le ttu ce , tom ato, 
onion, mayo, and our homemade Ita lian  v ina ig re tte .
(You hav'ta order hot peppers, ju s t ask!)
#10 HUNTER'S CLUB®
A fu ll 1 /4  pound of fresh sliced medium rare 
roast beef, provolone. le ttuce , tom ato. &  mayo.
#11 COUNTRY CLUB®
Fresh sliced tu rkey breast, applewood smoked ham. 
provolone, and tons o f le ttuce , tom ato, and mayo!
(A very trad itiona l, yet always exceptional c lass ic !)
#12 BEACH CLUB® ®
Fresh baked tu rkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado 
spread, sliced cucumber, sprouts, le ttu ce , tom ato , and 
mayo! ( I t 's  the real deal, and i t  a in 't even Californ ia.)
#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB®
Double provolone. real avocado spread, sliced 
cucumber, a lfa lfa  sprouts, le ttu ce , tom ato . &  mayo.
(Try i t  on my 7-grain whole wheat bread. This veggie 
sandwich is world class!)
#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB®
Roast beef, tu rkey breast, le ttuce , tom ato . &  mayo.
An American classic, ce rta in ly not invented by J.J . but 
d e fin ite ly  tweaked and fine-tuned to  pe rfection !
#15 CLUB TUNA®
The same as our # 3  Totally Tuna except th is  one has 
a lo t more. Fresh housemade tuna salad, provolone. 
sprouts, cucumber, le ttuce . &  tom ato.
#16 CLUB LULU™
Fresh sliced tu rkey breast, bacon, le ttu ce , tom ato,
&  mayo. (JJ 's  original tu rkey &  bacon club)
WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
EDWARDSVILLE 1063 S. STATE ROUTE 157 618.656.5700
"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!"
© 1985. 2002. 2003. 2004. 2007 JIMMV JOHN'S FRANCHISE. ILC ILL RIGHTS RESERVED. We Reserve The Right To Make Any Menu Changes.
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Survival Tip # 10: 
It doesn’t require extreme measures 
to find a quiet place on campus.
photo by Steve Berry/Alestle
Graduate student Sarah Wiszkon studies on the second floor of Lovejoy Library. The  library is a favorite study spot for 
many students, particularly at the end of the semester.
Hitting the books
Seeking spots to study in silence
by Maggie Willis
Alestle Reporter
Class, homework, Siudy, repeat. Sometimes college can 
seem like a never-ending cycle. M aybe it is time to break that 
routine— not by dropping, out, but by finding new places to 
study.
Lovejoy Library is the obvious first choice, but there are 
plenty o f different places to shake up students’ studying 
routines.
Nature lovers can go out on a limb to study -  literally. 
There are many trees on campus, and a surprising amount 
have branches just the right height for climbing up into and 
curling up with a book. Sophomore Lauren Gerber said she 
likes to read in a tree because it is calming and relaxing.
“It helps me find my Zen,” Gerber said.
Students who do not want to go to that extreme to find 
their Zen might try the Religious Center. There are tables 
and couches perfect for studying, plus students can enjoy 
free coffee, tea and hot chocolate and the only Coke machine 
on campus. An outside seating area with two picnic tables 
surrounded by shady trees also provides the perfect studying 
place in nice weather.
I f  sitting down to study is too idle, students can always 
hit the Student Fitness Center. The bicycle and elliptical 
machines are ideal for propping up a textbook to read while
getting in shape. Students also use the tables and chairs or 
sofas in the Student Fitness Center, according to 
membership secretary Brenda Newton.
“There are always people sitting at tables studying or 
people in study groups,” Newton said.
The Cougar Village Commons, as well as study lounges 
in the four residence halls, is another way to study. Each 
place o f residence is also equipped with studying resources 
like computers, printers and tables.
Senior Abby Huston said computers are the main draw 
to the study area in the Commons.
“I’d say a lot o f people take advantage o f the computers 
for studying,” Huston said.
The Morris University Center also provides a wide 
variety o f places to study. The Goshen Lounge offers dozens 
o f couches to lounge on and study, and students can also 
venture upstairs to the computer lab.
And as the day winds down and students are feeling 
rather sleepy, Starbucks is a studying favorite, as it provides 
the perfect combination o f caffeine and music.
Just try to keep the coffee o ff o f the textbooks.
Maggie Willis can i 
3527.






Students can only compensate for so many 
late-night studying cram sessions. N o matter 
what students do, staying up late five nights in a 
row ultimately takes its toll.
Fortunately for students, there are several 
places on campus to take a power nap between 
classes.
Probably the favorite place for students to 
sleep is the Goshen Lounge in the M orris 
University Center. Teeming with couches, 
loveseats and random gray cushion seats, the 
Goshen is the sleepy student’s napping "Nirvana. 
Senior Jon Hendrickson said he likes the M U C  
the best for naps.
“I like it because you can fall asleep watching 
the big screen TV,” Hendrickson said.
The Religious Center is also perfect for 
catnapping. It has two couches at students’ 
disposal, as well as free coffee to help students get 
alert again in time for class. Juli Jacobson, the 
center’s business administrator, said the Religious 
Center is perfect for students to sleep.
“It’s a great place to relax,” Jacobson said. 
“The Religious Center is very peaceful.”
Students can also catch some beauty rest 
outside their classes. Almost every building has a 
bench or couch for weary students to rest on, 
although the Engineering building probably has 
the m ost comfortable couch areas. Senior 
Stephanie Kessler said she has slept outside o f  her 
class several times.
“Sometimes, you’ve just got to get some 
sleep between classes, and at least that way there’s 
less chance o f  being late,” Kessler said. “I honesdy 
don’t know how many times I’ve slept in 
Founders H all.”
When weather permits, even the Stratton 
Quadrangle is good for a siesta. Although the 
concrete benches are not always the m ost 
comfortable, with a backpack as a pillow and 
sunshine for a blanket, they will suffice when 
students are just too tired to make it to their 
rooms.
The Vadalabene Center can be comfortable, 
too. For students who are able to snooze through 
a lot o f  noise, the seats in the lobby are great for 
catching some Z’s before working out brings on 
the adrenaline rush.
O f course, students can find a place to doze 
o ff wherever they are if  they look hard enough. 
When all else fails, Starbucks coffee can be a real 
lifesaver.
Maggie Willis can be reached at alestlenews@gmail.com 
or 650-3527.
Survival Tip # 1 1 : 
Is your mind tied in knots? 
Take a look at your sleeping habits.
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Survival Tip # 1 2 :
Madison County Transit 
brochures, including rates and 





Your guide to getting 
around the area -  
with or without a car
b y  M e g a n  M c C l u r e
Alestle Editor in Chief
Edwardsville, like any community, can 
be difficult for newcomers to navigate. 
With or without a vehicle, area residents 
have many options for transit.
Alternatives to driving 
Madison County Transit
The M CT bus system features routes 
throughout M adison County and the 
metro area. Route and rate information 
are available online at
http://www.m ct.org. Additionally, MCT 
offers a free shuttle service to Cougar" 
Village at regular intervals each day.
M CT trail system
Walk, bike or skate through the area 
using M CT trails. Series o f  paths run
through campus and the area, providing 
opportunities for exercise and travel.
RideFinders
For those needing to commute to 
class or work, RideFinders helps users 
arrange carpools on its w ebsite, 
http: //www. ridefinders.org/.
Key routes and areas 
Illinois Route 157
This highway, which leads to 
Collinsville, runs along the western edge 
o f the SIU E campus. Among the resources 
along Route 157 are gas stations, 
restaurants and shops.
Illinois Route 159
M ost o f the area’s largest department 
stores are in this area, including Wal-Mart
and Target, as well as stores such as 
Low e’s, Home Depot, Sears and Kohl’s. 
This corridor is home to most o f  the 
grocery stores in the area, including 
Market Basket, Shop N  Save, Schnucks 
and Dierbergs. In addition to large stores, 
the commercial districts running along Rt. 
159 are home to a plethora o f  restaurants 
and smaller shops. Route 159 South runs 
through M aryville, Collinsville and 
Fairview Heights.
Illinois Route 143
This highway, which goes through 
downtown Edwardsville, accesses Wood 
River to the west and Interstate 55 to the 
east.
Downtown Edwardsville
A  variety o f small specialty shops are 
located in this area. Additionally, there are
a number o f dining establishments and 
bars, as well as the Madison County 
Courthouse and Edwardsville Post Office.
How to get to
Fairview Heights
The nearest shopping mall is St. Clair 
Square, located in Fairview Heights. In 
addition to the mall, visitors can find a 
number o f large (and small) stores and 
restaurants not offered in Edwardsville. 
There are two main ways to get to 
Fairview Heights. From Interstate 270 
West, take Interstate 255 South to 
Interstate 64 East. Take exit 12 toward 
Belleville and turn right -  the mall will be 
on the left. For those preferring smaller 
highways, Route 159 South is a straight 
shot -  after winding through
TRANSPORTATION/pg.30
Adolescence comes w ith a one-time 
window for building bones that will stay 
stronger into adulthood and beyond. 
That's why it's so important for young 
teens to "build their bone banks" with 
weight-bearing exercise and a diet rich 
in calcium. At least three cups of low fat 
or fat free milk plus other calcium-rich 
foods each day is a good rule. For more 
information, v is it orthoinfo.org and 
nichd.nih.gov/milk
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Junior m ass com m unications major Crystal Harris and junior accounting m ajor Victoria Vogle ride the 
Cougar Shuttle to  Cougar Village. Madison County Transit offers free bus service to  Cougar Village, as 
well as fare service to  the entire area.
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Take a break from the books 
without breaking the bank
by Maggie Willis
Alestle Reporter
After classes, homework and work, college 
students need the chance to take a breather and have 
some fun -  but, they also need to keep their wallets 
foil.
Fortunately, there are several activities in the 
Edwardsville and St. Louis areas for students that 
are $10 or less, and sometimes even free.
Be a karaoke star
Students can participate in or listen to open 
mic nights at 9 p.m. on Wednesday and Sunday 
nights at the Stagger Inn Again bar, located next to 
Domino’s Pizza at 104 E. Vandalia Street. These 
free open mic nights are hosted by the Duct Tape 
Duo Trio on Wednesday nights and by Butch 
Moore on Sunday nights at the bar.
Stagger also features local live blues and rock 
bands at 10 p.m. on Fridays and a more casual 
acoustic scene on Thursdays and Saturdays for 
students who just want to relax after a hectic week.
While students must be 21 years old or older to 
drink at Stagger, underage students are welcome to 
enjoy the music and open mic sessions.
Take in some art
Another downtown option is the Edwardsville 
Arts Center, located right o ff o f Main Street near 
the post office on Hillsboro Street.
Dan Anderson, president o f  the center, said he 
hopes the brand-new center will be all- 
encompassing, hosting an array o f  art forms, 
including glass, paintings, sculptures, woodwork, 
drawings, quilts and more.
“We offer another opportunity to see artwork 
in a non-campus setting,” Anderson said.
The gallery' is free for viewing and is open from
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Wednesday through Saturday, as 
well as 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Sunday.
Catch a cheap flick
When the art scene isn’t  enough, the Kerasotes 
Five Buck Club will give students a chance to take a 
break from homework. Students can sign up for a 
free Five Buck Club card at 
http://www.fivebuckclub.net/ and selected movies 
that have been at the ShowPlace 12 in Edwardsville 
for more than two weeks will cost only $5 to see.
For an even less expensive way to catch a 
movie, the Cottonwood Cinema in the 
Cottonwood Mall in Glen Carbon sells movie 
tickets for $1.50 for jnovies before 6 p.m. and $2 
for movies after 6 p.m.
Boogie on down
For $5, students can take dance lessons every 
other Sunday at the Midwestern United States 
Imperial Club, or M .U .S.I.C., at the Collinsville 
VFW  While the organization is mainly aimed at 
learning swing dance, students can also learn other 
styles o f  dance at workshops, such as the night club 
two-step, cha-cha, river waltz and country line 
dance.
The Beginning I and Beginning II classes start 
at 6 p.m. and 7 p.m., respectively. Intermediate 
dance lessons and workshops begin at 8 p.m. and 
are on a rotating schedule, which can be found at 
http://www.music-il.com/dancelessons.htm.
David Suhre, president o f M .U .S.I.C., said the 
dance lessons average about 180 people, with the 
age ranging from 18 to 75.
“It’s good exercise, o f course, and you can meet 
a bunch o f interesting people,” Suhre said. “It’s a 
social club as well as a dance club.”
Get around the Gateway City
I f  students want to venture away from the 
Edwardsville community, St. Louis holds countless 
choices for inexpensive entertainment, oftentimes 
with transportation available via the MetroLink and 
MetroBus. To plan a trip with bus transportation, 
students can go to http://www.metrostlouis.org/.
Find excitement at Forest Park
Students can take the MetroLink to DeBalivere 
Street near the History Museum and catch a bus 
straight to the Art Museum.
The St. Louis Art Museum in Forest Park gives 
students a taste o f  culture for free. On Fridays, 
special exhibits are also free, and audio tours cost 
$3. The museum is open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Tuesday through Sunday and 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
Friday.
Just down the hill from the Art Museum, the 
St. Louis Zoo is another free excursion students can 
explore.
Admission is free and the zoo is open from 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m. daily. Visitors can meander the 90- 
acre zoo to see animals from across the world, 
including rare and endangered species.
Some o f  the highlights include The Living 
World exhibit, which combines live animals, 
computers and interactive exhibits, B ig  Cat 
Country, which houses tigers, lions, leopards, 
jaguars and cougars, and Penguin & Puffin Coast.
$10 OR LESS/pg.30
P o l l a r n e ! ! !
iA fh ara M o th in n  lo  A v/nr A h n l l o r  * • 'Where Nothing Is Over A  Dollar.
'tyaun. 'U&ucuC "DaM evi S to n e
2713-2715 North Center Dr.
On Hwy. 159 Maryville Beside Red Apple Restaurant
618-205-5242
Monday - Thursday 9:30am - 9pm 
Friday & Saturday 9:30am - 10:30pm 
Sunday 10am - 7pm
We have all your special occasion decoration needs!
Thousands Of New Merchandise 
Just Arrived!
• Dollar DVDs & Movies ^
1 Scrapbooking Supplies
• Camping & Fishing Accessories 
1 Large Shipment Of Disney Products 
1 Summer Gardening Decor
• Novelty Items-
AC DC, Kiss, Pink Floyd, Rolling Stones 
< Plus Much, Much More!!!
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Beyond the classroom
Student organizations provide extracurricular fun
f aby Angie Thom as
Alestle Reporter
Each year, students are faced 
with hundreds o f  decisions. What 
classes should I take? H ow many 
should I take? Should I do my 
homework? H ow  do I make new 
friends? Should I join a club or 
group? These are tough decisions. 
Each will change a person’s college 
experience.
The answers to most o f these 
questions are easy. Yes, you should 
do your homework. Friendships 
will happen naturally. Take courses 
you are interested in that get you on 
track for a career. Finally, there are 
many ways to get involved.
Michelle Charbonnier, Campus 
Activity Board graduate assistant, 
was involved on campus during her 
undergraduate years.
“Getting active on campus most 
definitely changes your college 
experience for the better,” 
Charbonnier said. “My activities 
greatly enriched my college 
experience.”
Charbonnier also said being 
involved helps improve leadership 
skills while giving memorable life
experiences.
One other popular activity on 
campus is Greek life. SIU E offers 
several fraternities and sororities for 
students to choose from if they are 
interested.
SIU E alumnus Rhys Luster said 
getting into Greek life was one o f 
the best decisions he ever made.
“It was a way for me to get 
involved and meet new people,” 
Luster said. “ I have great memories 
from my time in a fraternity.”
Luster said not only are students 
able to do fun things in a fraternity, 
you also g e t to give back to the 
community For Luster, performing 
service activities throughout the area 
was rewarding.
Charbonnier was also involved 
in Greek life at SIU E.
“Being a member o f a Greek 
organization, I believe Greek life is 
very relevant to SIU E ,” Charbonnier 
said. “Though it isn't your normal 
Greek life on campus, it is still a 
great way o f  getting involved and 
meeting new people.”
Though it may seem an 
overwhelming amount o f choices at 
first, take it one step at a time. First, 
a student should decide what they
are interested in.
Next is the easy part. Visit the 
Kimmel Leadership Center on 
the main floor o f  the Morris 
University Center. The center is 
dedicated to offering 
involvem ent activities to 
students. This office is set up 
to help students find their 
place at SIU E.
Campus Activity Board, 
student organizational 
activities, student-sponsored 




com m ittees and Student 
Government are just some o f 
the program s offered by the 
Kimmel Leadership Center.
Angie Thomas can be reached at 
alestlenews@gmail.com or 650-3527.
Q . Survival Tip # 1 3 :
Organizations are a great way to 
meet people with similar interests.
L u n c h  S p e c i a l s
M onday thru  Friday 11a.m . - 4p.m .
Cheese Burger 
Roast Beef & Cheddar 
Philly Steak Sandwich 
Blackened Tuna Club 
Steak Sandwich 
, Taco Salad
•• i  . . . .  I A s  i \ -  '  » ■ I
Fried Chicken Salad
$ 4 . 9 5
Sides
Fries Fresh Vegetables 
Onion Straws Broccoli 
Rice Garlic Mashed Potatoes
29
$ 1 .
Cup of Soup or Chili $ 2
A l l  P a y  P r i n k  S p e c i a l s
Monday - $10 Domestic Buckets 
$2.50 Well Drinks
Tuesday - All Domestic Bottles $2.25 
Wednesday - College Night -
$1 .25 Longnecks (Busch - Natural Light -
Miller High Life -
Miller High Life Light - Stag )
$1.25 Mugs v 
$5 Pitchers Bud Li9ht ‘ Bud Se,ect ‘
^  Miller Lite)
$ 3  J a g e r  B o m b s
Thursday - $2.50 Import Bottles 
$2.50 23oz Drafts ( Bud Light - 
Bud Select - Miller Lite) 
Friday - Our Wine Of The Month and 
All Of Our Premium Wines - $3.95 
Saturday - $10 Domestic Buckets
$4 ABSOLUTE Mixers & Martinis 
Sunday - $10 Domestic Buckets
s i u e
‘I n v e s t i n g  in





SIU E  Campus • Lewis Road  
(618) 650-3760
Hours Monday through Friday
Drive Up Window: 8:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
Lobby and Phone: 9:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
P r o v id in g  F in a n c ia l S e r v i c e s  
fo r  t h e  S IU E  C o m m u n ity ...
i t  Students
★  Faculty, Staff, and Retirees 
k  SIUE Alumni 
k  University Park Tenants 
' k  SIUE Religious Center
Drive-up ATM: 480 University Park Drive, Edwardsville, IL
S e r v i c e s  O ffe r e d ...
★  ATM
★  On-Line Banking & Bill Pay 
Savings Accounts - Checking Accounts
★  Visa Debit Cards
★  Visa Credit Cards
★  Mortgages, Home Equity Loans, 
and Vehicle Loans 
k  Certificates 
k  Competitive Interest Rates
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Nothing to do? Not anymore!




For students looking for an activity to 
occupy their time in between classes, 
Cougar Craze is for them. The activities 
are novelty events available to all students 
often for no fee. Past events include stuffed 
animal making, game shows and sand art. 
Put on by Campus Activities Board, the
events occur about twice a month. The 
first Cougar Craze will be gladiator-style 
jousting. It will be from 11:30 a.m. to 1 
p.m. on Wednesday, Aug. 29, in the 
Morris University Center’s Goshen 
Lounge. Contact Kristin Hoover at 
khoover@siue.edu for more information.
Cougar Lanes
Students who enjoy a little more 
competition can try out their skills at
Cougar Lanes. Located in the basement o f 
the M orris University Center, Cougar 
Lanes offers bowling, billiards, table 
tennis, air hockey and an arcade. Cougar 
Lanes is the only bowling alley in the 
Edwardsville/Glen Carbon area. With 
their Cougar Cards, students can bowl 
during the week for a $1.25 and for a 
$1.75 on the weekends. Shoe rental is 
$1.25. Pool is $3 per hour. Cougar Lanes 
is open from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday
through Wednesday, 8 a.m. to midnight 
Thursday and Friday, noon to midnight 
Saturday and 2 p.m. to 10 p.m. Sunday.
M CT Trails
For students interested in a scenic 
activity, a walk, run or bike ride on the 
Madison County Transit Trails may be up 
their alley. Two o f  the trails, Bluff Trail and
THINGS TO D0/pg.28
photos by Steve Berry and Laura Lengyel/Alestle
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U N I V E R S I T Y
It w i l l  m a k e  y o u  la u g h . 
It w i l l  m a k e  y o u  c r y .
It w i l l  m a k e  y o u  th in k !
Make theater and dance 
part of your campus life 
experience.
Enjoy the bonus 
of com plim entary tickets
to all mainstage shows 
including Summer Showbiz 
and Season for the Child.
This perk is made possible 





B r in g  y o u r  v a l i d  s t u d e n t  l.D.
Department of Theater and Dance 
2007-08 Academic Mainstage
S u n d ay  m atin ees 2 PM • o th ers a t 7 :3 0  PM
Oct 10-14
A  Lesson Before Dying
by Romulus Linney 
novel by Ernest J. Gaines 
directed by Kathryn Bentley
•
Nov 7-11
Dance in Concert 2007
choreography by faculty and guest artists
Nov 29-Dec 2, Dec 6-9
Every Angel
Original Play Created by Randy Dixon & the Ensemble 
directed by Randy Dixon and Chuck Harper
•
February 27-Mar 2
The Trip to Bountiful
by Horton Foote 




by Sophocles (an adaptation) 
directed by Diane Sol
OPEN AUDITIONS for fall semester plays
First Friday of the semester • August 24
Sign up in DH 1031 • Prepare 2 one-minute monologues
F o r  in f o r m a t io nDance Concert 
Auditions • Aug 29 c a ll  e x t  2 7 7 3
UNITED CAMPUS MINISTRY
Welcome Back Students
Tuesday, August 21st 
5:00pm -9:00pm
FR E E  Cook-out & Ice Cream
“COME AS YOU ARE; 
ALL ARE WELCOME HERE” 
Programs and Activités (all held at dome)
Subversive Bible Study & Free Dinner
T u esd ay, 5:00pm
Worship with Peace Community
S u n d ay, 12:15pm
Walk the Labyrinth
Walking Meditation and 
Sacred Celebration o f Life 
T u esd ay, 10:00am  - o :00p m
For more information contact: 
Paul Burden 
650-3248 or pburden@siue.edu  
www.siue.edu/religion/ucm  
A Progressive Christian Ministry
U N IT E D
CAMPUS
MINISTRY
Survival Tip # 1 4 : 
Keep an eye on 




Nature Trail, connect with the 
campus. The Delyte W  Morris 
Trail runs through campus from 
Cougar Village past the Student 
Fitness Center to B luff Hall. The 
trails are a part o f  die 75-mile 
trail system tiiat winds its way 
throughout M adison County. 
The trails are open from dawn to 
dusk. See the MCT Web site at 
http://w w w .m ct.org for more 
information.
Goshen Showcase
For live musical 
entertainment, students can drop 
by the Goshen Lounge and listen 
to the Goshen Showcase. It is a 
weekly event that is from 11 a.m. 
to 1 p.m. every Monday. The 
entertainers are normally 
students or musical acts from the 
surrounding communities. The 
musical styles vary from rock 
bands to one-man electronic 
music. The Goshen Showcase is 
hosted by the Morris University 
Center. Interested in performing 
in the Goshen Showxase? 
Contact Krishnanand Penumatsa 
at 650-5 368  or
kpenum a@ siue.edu for more 
information.
Night Expresso at Starbucks in 
the M orris University Center. 
The live music usually falls into 
the relaxing, acoustic genre. 
Performers are often students, 
faculty and staff. Sponsored by 
the M U C, Late N ight Expresso is 
from 8 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. every 
Thursday. Admission is free, the 
coffee is not. Contact 
Krishnanand Penumatsa at 650- 
5368 or kpenuma@siue.edu for 
more information.
Spirit Night
Go to a sporting event and 
become a real Cougar. Campus 
Activities Board sponsors Spirit 
Nights at different sporting 
events throughout the year. In 
the past, fans who went to the 
Spirit Nights have received free 
items including hot dogs, foam 
fingers and other SIU E gear. 
Spirit Nights encourage students 
to attend sporting events and 
support SIU E teams. The first 
Spirit N ight will be at the Friday, 
Sept. 7, soccer game against 
Kentucky W esleyan. Contact 
Kevin Coppinger at
kcoppin@ siue.edu for more 
information.
Climbing Gym
A more athletic activity is 
located in the Student Fitness 
Center -  the climbing gym. It is 
more than 20 feet tall and is free 
to all students as long as they 
have their Cougar Cards. Staff 
members are on hand to make 
sure a student’s climbing 
experience is a safe one. Students 
who are certified can climb 
w ithout staff members’ 
assistance. The tentative hours 
for the climbing gym are from 4 
p.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through 
Friday and from 10 a.m. to 2 
p.m . Saturday. For more 
information contact Elizabeth 
Noffke at 650-3235.
Disc Goif
Interested in an alternative 
sports? Check out the nine-hole 
disc golf course that is located on 
the south side o f Prairie Hall. It 
does not cost anything to play on 
the course. Students are allowed 
to play using their own discs, but 
if  they do not own one they can 
exchange their Cougar Card for a 
disk at the Prairie Hall front desk. 
Directions for the game can be 
found on the Campus Recreation 
Web site, siue.edu/crec/.
Late Night Expresso
Students interested in a more 
low-key night can check out Late
Friday Free Flicks
Go to the movies without 
paying a penny. Sponsored by 
Campus Activities Board, Friday 
Free Flicks occurs once a month 
and is free to students. The movie 
is usually shown in Lovejoy 
Library’s A bbott Auditorium. 
“Knocked U p’’ will be showing 
for the first Friday Free Flicks. It 
will be from 6 p.m. to 8 :30 p.m. 
on Sept. 14 in the Abbott 
Auditorium in Lovejoy Library. 
Contact Kristin H oover at 
khoover@ siue.edu for more 
information.
Dive-ln Movie
Dive-In M ovies offer an 
alternative to the fold down 
chairs in movie theaters. 
Sponsored by Campus Activities 
Board, Students can watch a 
movie for free while relaxing and 
swim m ing in the Vadalabene 
Center’s indoor swimming pool. 
Flotation devices are provided. 
Dive-In M ovies are offered a 
couple o f  tim es a semester. 
“Ratatouille” will be the first 
Dive-In Movie showing in the 
fall semester. It will be from 7 
p.m. to 9 :3 0  p.m. Friday, Oct. 
19. Contact Rachel Reitz at 
rlaruss@ siue.edu for more 
information.
Holly Meyer can be reached at 
alestlenews@gmail.com or 650-3527.
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In case of emergency
Exploring disaster preparedness at SIUE
by Holly Meyer
Alestle Managing Editor
SIU E slowly turned into a giant icicle on 
the evening o f Nov. 30, 2006. The weight o f 
the ice created during this winter storm 
snapped tree limbs from trunks and knocked 
down power lines leaving a large portion o f 
the area without electricity.
While some students w ent sledding, 
other students had to make arrangements to 
stay warm.
Senior Whitney M cM urray said her 
apartment in Cougar Village lost power 
during the storm, so she went to stay with 
one o f her sorority sisters in another part o f 
the complex.
However, McMurray was not the only 
person seeking warmth in her friend’s 
apartment.
“It was 10 o f us in there,” McMurray 
said. “And she had a kid, too.”
Despite the cramped quarters, the lack o f 
power made the group resort to more 
primitive entertainment.
“It was interesting,” McMurray said. “We 
made it a big ol’ slumber party.”
After five days o f living with her friend, 
power was finally restored to McMurray’s 
apartment.
The ice storm caused the school to close 
for a day on Dec. 1.
Vice Chancellor for Administration Kenn 
Neher makes the call to close the school in the 
event o f inclement weather.
Neher said he sends out a newsletter to 
the university every year regarding the 
inclement weather policy.
Whether the university is closed is based 
on the policy, Neher said.
“When extreme conditions are judged to 
exist, all campuses o f the university will be 
closed for a specified period o f  tim e,” 
according to the Inclement Weather Policy.
For the entire Inclement Weather Policy, 
check out www.siue.edu/policies/2cl.shtm l.
Another common weather hazard is 
tornado-like weather.
Director o f Administrative Services Bob 
Vanzo said SIU E has not been hit directly by 
a tornado in recent history, but it has been 
affected by tornado-like weather.
On July 19 and 21, 2006, high winds 
and rains knocked out power to parts o f the 
campus and Cougar Village.
Classes were cancelled on the East St. 
Louis campus for a day and a half.
In the event o f  an emergency, the 
administration has to find an effective way to 
notify the entire campus community o f  what 
is happening.
Recently, Greg Conroy, director o f 
Marketing and Communications, said by the 
end o f the fall semester, the university will be 
able to notify any member o f the university 
through text messaging.
Students, faculty and staff with e-IDs will 
be able to sign up for the text messaging 
notification system. Each person will submit 
their cell phone numbers to the university.
Conroy said the text messaging will be 
another part o f  the civil defense system; 
notifications will still be posted to the 
website, sirens will still be sounded, emails 
will still be sent out and voicemails will still be 
left on campus phones.
The civil defense system is sounded for a 
couple o f  reasons: to notify the university in 
the event o f an attack and during “fairly 
serious storms,” Vanzo said.
At 10 a.m. on the first Tuesday o f every 
month, students will hear the piercing sounds 
o f the civil defense system.
Do not be alarmed, Vanzo said all state 
facilities are required by law to test the sirens 
at this time.
Even though the university does not 
have to, the all-clear signal and the fire alarms 
are tested at this time.
“It’s always a good idea to test these to 
make sure there are no problems,” Vanzo said.
Vanzo said sounding the sirens in the 
event o f  an emergency is “a lot more o f  a 
judgment call than you might think.”
Vanzo said the university wants to make 
absolutely certain there really is an emergency 
before sounding the sirens because people 
need to take the sirens seriously every time.
However, it is important the university 
notifies campus.
“We don’t want to not disrupt everyone 
when they need to be disrupted,” Vanzo said.
Holly Meyer can be reached at 
alestlenewsCeogmail com or 650-3527.





listen to or 
watch:
KM0X (AM 1120) 
WSIE (FM 88.7) 
WBGZ (AM 1570) 
WSMI (AM 1540) 
WGEL (FM 101.7)
KTVI Channel 2 
KM0V Channel 4 
KSDK Channel 5
Notices will be 
posted to the 
University Web 
site www.siue.edu
Email will be sent 
to the faculty, 
staff and student 
listservs
Voicemail will be 
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Sunday services: All are welcome!
Catholic Mass at 10:30 AM every Sunday and 
at 8:00 PM beginning August 19, 2007 
Hosted by Catholic Campus Ministry
Peace Community Worship 12:15 
beginning August 19, 2007 
Hosted by United Campus Ministry
The Religious Center is also available for 
weddings, memorial services and other 
events. Please call (618) 650-3246 
or visit us at www.siue.edu/religion
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COLLEGE
Let's start with a reality check.
You need Commerce and our More Than Free Student 
Checking account. It has everything you need to get through 
life. Plus, it's totally free.
And with up to $125 in incentives just for using your account, 
it makes surviving college and the real world a whole lot easier.
More Than Free Student Checking
•  More than 400 Commerce Bank branch and ATM locations
•  Free Checking with free checks* and no minimum balance
•  Free Commerce Cold Visa*  Check Card
•  Free Commerce ATM* transactions, with three free per month at other ATMs
•  Free Online Account Access &  Online Bill Pay
•  Optional overdraft protection available
•  Up to $125 in incentives*
S.O.S. Card (your Student "OOPS" Saver Card) 
gets you:
•  One checking overdraft fee refund
•  Five non-Commerce ATM fee refunds*
\
Visit our Student Services Learning Center at com m ercebank.com /learn
« »  Commerce Rani
3 * ¡1 6 1 8 - 6 5 5 - 9 8 1 2
Member FDIC
c lick  come by com m ercebank.com
*Free checks limited to wallet-exclusive checks only. Non-Com m erce A TM  transactions in excess of three per m onth will incur a Commerce 
fee. However, for a limited time you can obtain a refund for five of these and one checking overdraft fee refund through the Commerce 
S.O.S. Card. O ther banks' A TM  fees may apply. To receive incentives, account must be in good standing three full months after opening; 
incentive credited the next month. Annual Percentage Yield 0 % . Limited-time offer.
ask listen solve  and call click come by  are trademarks of Com merce Bancshares, Inc. <D 2007 COM MERCE BANCSHARES, INC.
Be Adventurous
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has moved to the second floor 
of the Morris University Center.
Out on the Farm
Students fond o f animals 
might also like Grant’s Farm in 
St. Louis.
General M anager Andy 
Elmore said there is something 
for everyone at Grant’s Farm.
“Our more than 24 million 
visitors each year have a chance to 
meet up close with more than 
1,000 animals representing 100 
different species from six 
continents at Grant's Farm ,” 
Elmore said.
Other attractions include the 
cabin o f Ulysses S. Grant, the 
Elephant Education and Animal 
Encounters shows featuring the 
talents o f various trained animals 
and the chance to pet and feed 
baby goats.
The farm is free, but parking 
is $8 . During the fall season, 
which runs from Aug. 22 
through Oct. 28, the park is open 
Wednesday through Friday from 
9:30 a.m. to 2 :3 0  p.m., as well as 
Saturday and Sunday from 9:30 
a.m. to 3 :30  p.m.
Stroll in the Garden
Nature lovers might also 
enjoy the M issouri Botanical 
Garden. Residents o f St. Louis 
city and county pay $4 to visit the 
Botanical Garden, while those 
outside St. Louis pay $ 8 . 
However, Wednesdays and 
Saturdays are free for everyone 
before noon.
Lisa Brandon, the Garden’s 
public relations manager, said she 
thinks the garden is an ideal place 
for students to go.
“I think it’s a great date 
place,” Brandon said. “It ’s a 
lovely place to walk, just to be 
outside, probably arguably St. 
Louis’s most beautiful outside 
location for anyone who loves 
nature or being outdoors.”
Brandon also said she 
thought students would 
especially enjoy “ Chapungu: 
Nature, M an, and M yth,” a 
collection o f 23 African stone 
carvings, running through 
October from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Students can also enjoy music,
TRANSPORTATION
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Edwardsville, Glen Carbon, 
Maryville and Collinsville, the 
highway reaches Fairview 
Heights; the mall is on the left.
Alton
Among Alton’s most useful 
resources for students is its 
Amtrak station, the Metro East’s 
gateway to passenger rail. To get 
to the station, take Route 143 
too 1-255 North. Take exit 10 
toward Alton/Bethalto. When the 
road forks, go left, then turn left 
on state Route 111 (West 
MacArthur Blvd). Route 111 will 
become College Ave. After 
crossing Homer Adams Parkway 
and a set o f  railroad tracks, the 
station will be at 3400 College 
Ave.
sculpting demonstrations and live 
entertainment at “Chupungu 
Nights” from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
for $ 10.
The garden is open seven 
days a week from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m., 
and visitors can even take a 
morning stroll through the 
garden on Wednesdays and 
Samrdays from 7 a.m. to 9 a.m.
Explore science
The St. Louis Science Center 
is another great way to spend an 
afternoon, and science majors are 
not the only ones who will enjoy 
the free admission. Parking is $8 
in the main Science ('enter lot, 
but lim ited free parking is 
available in the lot adjacent to die 
Planetarium and in Forest Park.
Students can stop by the 
Science Center on their lunch 
hour for a free hour-long 
interactive presentation and 
lunch in the Lunch &  Learn 
program. This program runs 
M onday through Friday from 
noon to 1 p.m., and students can 
even get free validated parking.
Another possibility at the 
Science Center is the space show, 
a 30-m inute dark sky 
Planetarium show followed by a 
live Q & A  session with 
Planetarium staff. Tickets for this 
show cost $5, and the type o f 
show varies.
View some brew
The St. Louis Anheuser- 
Busch Brewery is not just for 
students ages 21 and up. Visitors 
o f all ages can take a free tour 
through the factory to see how 
beer is made. Tours begin with a 
look at the historic home o f the 
Budweiser Clydesdale Eight- 
Horse Hitch, then go on to the 
Brew House and Bevo Packaging 
Plant and ends with the 
Hospitality Room, which offers 
free samples o f  different brews.
Only students o f legal age 
can partake in the free samples at 
the end, o f  course.
Maggie Willis can be reached, at 
alestlenews@gmail.com or 650-3527.
St. Louis
The Gateway City is only a 
short trip away, but there are a 
variety o f  ways to get there. For 
those preferring smaller roads, 
Route 157 and Route 159 both 
provide access to Interstate 55 in 
Collinsville and Maryville, 
respectively. 1-55 South reaches 
downtown St. Louis by way o f 
the Poplar Street Bridge. An 
alternative to taking state 
highways to reach 1-55 is to take 
1-270 West to 1-255 South to I- 
55 South. 1-270 West also offers 
easy access to the north side o f St. 
Louis, including Lam bert St. 
Louis International Airport.
Megan McClure can be reached at 
alestlenews@jgmail.com or 650-3527.
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Microwave 
101 i  ; . * . ,  • i  , '
Things to know 
before you nuke
by Megan McClure
Alestle Editor in Chief
After a long night o f  cramming for final exams, you finally lie 
down to catch some much-needed sleep. Just as you start to drift 
off, a gut-wrenching shriek blares from the corner o f your room. 
Bleary-eyed, and probably a bit angry, you exit the residence hall.
For the next hour, you stand outside -  in the rain -  and wait 
impatiendy as your precious minutes o f sleep dwindle away. As it 
turns out, the fire alarm was set o ff because o f  a bag o f popcorn left 
in a microwave too long. Frustrated and exhausted, you return to 
your room to try to get some sleep.
Assistant director for Residential Education Lisa Israel said 
improper microwave use was the cause for many alarms in Prairie
Hall last year.
“Most o f our fire alarms were due to microwave usage,” Israel, 
the former hall director for Prairie Hall, said. “I’d say at least half a 
dozen.”
Although Housing Director Michael Schultz said many 
microwave incidents are because o f  popcorn being heated too long, 
items ranging from food to baseballs have set o ff smoke alarms.
“We had some interesting ways people were using the 
microwave,” Schultz said.
Through responsible use o f microwaves and other appliances, 
students can cook food without jeopardizing the safety o f 
themselves or others.
“ I f  they use them for what they’re intended for and follow the 
cooking instructions, that’d be a big help,” Schultz said.
When heating large cuts o f  meat, use 
medium power in order for the item to be 
cooked safely and evenly. Ensure that meat 
is cooked thoroughly by checking the 
internal temperature. (A list o f  suggested 




Cover dishes to retain moisture and 
keep the inside o f  the microwave clean. 
Leave lids or other covers cracked or 
slightly askew to prevent explosions.
Stir and rotate foods mid-way through 
cooking in order to promote even heating 
and prevent bacteria growth.
When working with frozen foods, cook 
items immediately after defrosting. D o not 
allow food to sit out between defrosting 
and cooking.
Eating leftovers? Cook until the food is 
steaming and allow a minute or two for it 
to cool before eating.
Do Not Microwave
Aluminum foil
Microwaving foil will, at the very least, 
cause sparks and almost assuredly damage 
the microwave. By the same token, do not 
use other metal objects -  including utensils, 
containers, steel wool or even twist ties -  
when microwaving. Save the fireworks 
show for the Fourth o f July.
Whole eggs
You cannot boil an egg in the 
microwave, as it will, most likely, explode. 
This is the way microwaves are often 
unintentionally destroyed, leaving you 
(and, in residence halls, your 40 closest 
neighbors) without a very useful appliance.
Plastic
Many plastics and other containers are 
not microwave safe and present risks for 
chemicals to be released into food items. 
Even some types o f dishes -  especially 
plastic dishes -  are not safe for microwave 
use. Before using any container to heat food 
in a microwave, check to see if  it is labeled 
“microwave safe.”
Foam containers
This material, too, should not be 
microwaved. When re-heating carry-out 
items, transfer food to microwave-safe
cookware first.
Plastic wrap
Food should not come in contact with 
plastic wrap during the microwaving 
process. Grocery sacks (paper or plastic) 
and newspaper are also unsafe. Certain 
microwave-safe plastic wraps and other 
coverings are safe for use, but should not 
actually touch the food.
Cans
This falls under the same category as 
aluminum foil. Do not heat cans 
(containing food or beverages) in the 
microwave. Two key dangers exist with 
microwaving cans. First, metal objects are 
not microwaveable; secondly, objects 
heated in sealed containers are likely to 
explode.
Sealed containers
Liquids and solid foods alike pose 
dangerous risks if  heated in sealed 
containers. When heating items in a 
microwave-safe container, leave the lid 
slightly cracked or askew to allow for 
proper ventilation.
Sporting equipment
Trust us, it’s been done. I f  you have
w et equipment, clothing or any other 
materials that need to be dried, find a safe 
place for them to air-dry. As a general rule, 
it’s best to simply use common sense when 
using the microwave. Before nuking an 
item, stop and think, “Is this safe?” I f  not, 
re-think your plan.
Anything
That is, do not heat anything in a 
damaged microwave. I f  the door appears to 
be damaged or will not shut, that’s your 
sign to go to plan B.
Nothing
Activating an empty microwave can 
also cause damage. I f  you are looking for 
som ething to use as a timer, many 
microwaves have a “kitchen timer” feature 
that clocks time without actually heating 
anything. I f  this option is unavailable, find 
a friend with a watch.
Any food too long
O verheating any item can be 
dangerous. A notorious cause o f residence 
hall fire alarms is burnt popcorn; even if the 
alarm is not tripped, the smell o f burnt 
popcorn is sure to make neighbors angry. 
N ever leave food unattended during 
microwaving.
A  Survival Tip #15 : In case of emergency,




Now, it’s time to put these 
safety tips to good use. Is Center 
Court closed for the night? Are you 
running low on meal plan funds? 
Maybe you’re just looking for a 
culinary adventure, residence-hall 
style? Try these fast, cheap, easy 
retipes to take your microwave meal 
beyond the typical frozen dinner. 
U se caution when cooking and 
never leave the microwave 
unattended. Bon appetit!
Scrambled Eggs
Break egg into microwave-safe 
bowl. Add one teaspoon melted 
butter and one tablespoon water. 
Scramble. Cook for approximately 
45 seconds or until done, stirring 
once halfway. Add seasonings to 
taste.
Cracker Creation
Place sliced ham and shredded 
Colby cheese on a snack cracker 
(Ritz, for example). Microwave for 
approximately 15 seconds (or until 
cheese melts).
Cheesy Garlic Bread
Butter one side o f bread slice. 
Sprinkle with garlic salt. Top with 
one slice o f American or provolone 
cheese. Heat for 20-30 seconds.
Orange Chicken
Defrost frozen chicken breast in 
microwave-safe dish. Rinse o ff dish 
and chicken. Cover chicken breast 
with generous amount o f Catalina 
dressing. Cook until heated 
throughout.
Mini Pizzas
Cut English muffin into halves. 
Cover tops o f muffins with spaghetti 
sauce. Sprinkle with shredded cheese 
and other toppings. Microwave until 
cheese begins to brown.
Chicken Teriyaki
Combine one-fourth cup soy 
sauce, two ketchup packets, tw o 
tablespoons garlic powder and three 
packets o f  white sugar. Coat one 
chicken breast (cut into strips) with 
sauce. Heat on microwave-safe plate 
for approximately six minutes, or 
until chicken is no longer pink on 
the inside.
Cinnamon Tortillas
Cover flour tortilla with butter 
(or similar spread). Sprinkle, with 
cinnamon sugar. Roll up and 
microwave for 30 seconds.
Sweet Baked Apples
Combine a half teaspoon o f 
cinnamon, one tablespoon o f butter 
and one and-a-half tablespoons o f 
brown sugar. Carefully core an apple 
and place it upright on a microwave- 
safe plate. Fill the hole in the apple 
with the mixture. Microwave for one 
and-a-half minutes.
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M onday - Friday 
6:00am - 11:30pm 
Saturday 
9:00am - 9:00pm  
Sunday
12:00pm - 9:00pm
Hours differ for breaks and holidays
Intramural Sports
Are you ready to be competitive, while 
still having fun? Then check out I.M. 
Sports! Check the Life After Class for a 
complete list of I.M. Sports offered!
Upcoming I.M. Deadlines
Indoor S o c c e r  R e g . D ue S e p . 10 
B ass  F ish in g  Tourn ey R e g . D ue S ep . 6 
In n ertu b e  W ater Polo R e g . d u e  S ep . 7
Outdoor Trips
Com e along on one of our 
many outdoor trips 
throughout the sem ester! 
C heck Life After Class for 
details!
Campus Rec Lights Up 
the Night
Thursday, August 30, 2007 
6:30 pm - 12:00 am
Free Food, Drinks, Give-A-Ways, and Prizes, will 
be provided to students as they are given the 
opportunity to explore what the Department of 
Campus Recreation has to offer. Later in the 
evening attendees will have the opportunity to 
experience first hand the latest development 
Campus Rec has made to accommodate the 
student body as they participate in an evening 
of informal recreation under the newly lit fields. 
Be part of the first group to take advantage of 
this new opportunity at SIU©.
Aerobic Classes
Sign up today for one of the 
several aerobic classes  
offered. The list of classes  
that are offered are in the 
Life After Class. # %
Club Sports
C heck out the variety of club sports. Some clubs 
com pete against 
other universities.
Either way, you win!
Call 650-2348 for more info!
Pick up your copy of the 
50th Anniversary Edition 
LIFE AFTER CLASS 
Available at Multiple Locations 
Around Campus
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You say you’re a fan?
Cougar fans show their spirit at each game
Pete Ridens/Alestle
Members of the Red Storm  cheer on the team at a basketball game last winter.
by Kyle Wiese
Alestle Reporter
Whenever new students and those 
unfamiliar enter the Vadalabene Center to 
watch the Cougars play another game, 
don’t be alarmed when you see crazy 
people with their bodies painted waving 
towels around.
That’s just the Red Storm doing 
whatever they can to ensure another 
Cougar victory.
With the arrival o f another school 
year, excitement for the upcoming athletic 
years is building.
For groups like the Red Storm and 
the Eastsiderz, getting others interested is 
part o f the fun too.
“We are trying to increase interest by 
making people come to games. The extra 
things get students interested,” Jermel 
Binion, Red Storm and Eastsiderz 
member and senior Sociology major, said.
According to Binion, the Red Storm 
and Eastsiderz like to tailgate before 
almost every soccer and basketball game. 
Students are also treated to free barbecue
“We also will have different theme 
nights throughout the year,” Binion said.
When it comes to game time, proper 
attire and etiquette is always required.
“We use body paint and like to throw 
and twirl t-shirts during the gam es,” 
Binion said.
With SIU E beginning the process to 
move to Division I athletics, students 
expect even bigger and better things to 
come.
“With the media coverage, we know 
that attendance will be raised a lot. I f  we 
get into a neighboring conference and play 
big name schools, a lot o f people will
come out and see the games,” Binion said.
As for the games that will kick o ff the 
school year, the Eastsiderz are chomping at 
the bit to help the athletic year get o ff on 
the right foot.
“We are counting down the days to 
the first kickoff o f the soccer season, and 
we will definitely have free food and
barbecue for that game,” Binion said.
The Red Storm and the Eastsiderz are 
essentially * the same groups; the Red 
Storm is the cheering section for the 
basketball season and the Eastsiderz is the 
cheering section for the soccer season.
“We work with the teams to get 
support and let everyone know we are 
serious about what we do,” Binion said.
The fan groups realize that what they 
do is appreciated by teams and helps to 
inspire them on to victory.
‘A  lot o f  players actually love what we 
do. Some o f the players even show interest 
by coming over to join us after they are 
done playing,” Binion said.
All o f  the fun does not necessarily 
need to be limited to those that are already 
in the Red Storm and the Eastsiderz 
cheering sections.
“To get involved, you just have to 
make yourself seen. You have to stand out 
and be proiid to cheer on your teams, and 
we will find you.” Binion said. “Don’t be 
afraid to think it’s silly, we don’t.”
After all, the goal o f the Red Storm, 
the Eastsiderz, and all o f the other fans o f 
SIU E Cougar athletics remains the same 
according to Binion
“We just make sure we support the 
Cougars and SIU E.”
•
Kyle Wiese can be reached at 
alestlesports@gmail.com or 650-3524.
S ta ff  & S tu d e n ts
10% Off Retail Purchase
20-25% Off
Redwing Work Shoes
Large selection o f  
Birkenstock just arrived





Back to campus? 
Count on us.
During this busy time of year, we have exactly
what you need.
• Moving boxes and custom packaging— bubble 
cushioning, packing tape and more
• The ability to ship large items, including couches, 
bikes and skis
• Insurance for your shipments
• Package tracking-foi extra peace of mind
• A variety of affordable and reliable UPS’ shipping 
options, including UPS International
Discover all the ways we can make your day
easier. Visit our nearby location!





This Concerns You and Your Money
The Bursar’s Office 
Welcomes You to Campus
W hat’s  n ew  f o r  F a ll 2 0 0 7 ?
• Check-cashing with the same limits has been assumed by 
The Bank of Edwardsville’s new branch in the MUC.
• CougarNet looks different. It is important to review it daily.
• Remember to regularly review your SIUE email.
• Our prime objective is to give you the best possible customer 
service. Contact us at bursar@siue.edu if you need our 
assistance.






S p r i n g
December 14 
February 15, 2008 
March 14 
April 11
¿MR Mail torn Fir inf
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As the final year o f NCAA 
Division II competition arrives, 
the question on many students 
minds are, “W hat is going on 
with the reclassification o f 
NCAA Division I status?” The 
answer to that question is still 
unclear as SIU E  is still searching 
for a conference, and the process 
will not be completed for another 
five years.
But other questions may be, 
H ow will the Cougars do against 
the bigger schools? Do we even 
have a chance? Can we take the 
pressure from the well known 
schools? Well, until the season 
begins, it’s still up in the air. 
However, some o f  the coaches 





ink our teams can 
be com petitive right away,” 
SIU E women’s head soccer coach 
Lynda' Bowers said. “In any of 
our preseason games against D-I 
opponents, we always bring a 
competitive match.”
The D -l process is long and 
ongoing; it takes a lot o f  hard 
work and a lot o f  waiting to 
complete. After the school 
announced its intention to move 
to D I, the next step an evaluation 
o f the school.
The school gained approval 
from the Southern Illinois 
University Board o f  Trustees as 
long as the following conditions 
were met: SIU E  must 
immediately seek a new 
conference affiliation; appoint a 
reclassification work group; 
inform the Great Lakes Valley 
Conference, their current DII 
conference, o f their intentions; 
and finally, apply to the NCAA 
for reclassification.
After all o f  those steps were 
met, it was official; SIU E will 
head towards D-I after die 2007- 
2008 academic year. However,
the Cougars are not in the clear 
for seeking D -I National 
Championship yet. The D-I 
process requires a five-year 
period o f m eeting all NCAA 
requirements.
2007-2008:
This is the exploratory 
period. We are currently in this 
phase o f the reclassification 
process. The Cougars must abide 
by all NCAA rulings as far as 
attending NCAA rules meetings 
and other m andatory NCAA 
meetings. A strategic plan and an 
annual report must be submitted 
to the N CA A , as well as a 
$15,000 application fee.
2008-2009:
During the first year, a 
school must com ply with all 
NCAA Division I rules except 
scheduling, all students must 
abide by eligibility rules, and all 
members o f the athletic board 
must attend all mandatory 
NCAA meetings. At the end o f 
the year academic year, the school 
must send an updated strategic 
plan to the national office
2009-2010:
During the second year, the 




strategic plan, as well 
from the board 
submitted by June 1.
SIU E’s NCAA 
members must also 











The updated strategic plan, 
as well as any feedback from the 
board, must be sent back to die 
NCAA offices by June 1.
SIU E ’s NCAA committee 
members must also attend the 
NCAA rules and mandatory 
meetings.
2 0 1 1 -2 0 1 2 :
By the end o f this school 
year, the Cougars must complete 
die NCAA evaluation visit and 
self-study process. The SIU E 
N CAA com m ittee members 
must also attend the NCCA rules 
and mandatory meetings.
The school must also submit 
an annual report and the final 
updated strategic plan by June 1.
2012 :
I f  the Cougars find a
conference to join and meet all 
discussed qualifications, SIU E 
will be able to compete in all 
Division I post-season play and 
will officially be recognized as a 
DI status school.
This five-year process will be 
a waiting period for the 
university and the students, and 
the athletes may also use this 
waiting period for their benefit.
“There will be a learning 
curve and plenty o f bumps in the 
road,” Bowers said. “But we will 
be looking to the future and 
building a program that will 
eventually produce a top 
contender in whichever 
conference we get into.”
Reclassification will create 
many changes for SIU E athletics. 
Besides the national coverage the 
school will receive, the school 
will benefit financially and also 
through the recognition it 
receives.
“The reclassification to D-I 
has a number o f  positive 
benefits,” E d  Huneke men’s 
soccer head coach said. 
“Primarily, it gives our school the 
respect that it deserves.”
Tony Patrico can be reached at 
alestlesports@gmail.com or 650-3524.
L 0 V E J 0 Y  L IB R A R Y
^  w w w .s iu e .c f ln / lo v e jo t f l ih r a r y  ^
For a successful school year, 
visit your Library to take advantage o f  some OUTSTANDING resources!
C e le b r a t in g  4 0  Y e a r s !
Resources & Special Features:
- Horizon Wimba
- RefWorks
- Campus-wide Chronicle of Higher Education 
-NYT Archives
f^tamic Iearning
W e b -b a s e d  s o ftw a re  tra ining  and suppo rt .
WELCOME BACK!
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Going out for the team
Club Sports offer alternative sporting opportunities
by Tony Patrico
Alestle Sports Editor
Many students come to college after 
being a high school athlete, and because o f 
the hard work and extreme schedules the 
don’t have the luxury o f playing for some 
sporting teams. However, here at SIU E, 
another option is available.
The SIU E Club Sports teams give 
students a chance to participate in the 
sports they love at a very competitive 
collegiate level. Club Sports are officially 
recognized student organizations, all o f 
the Club Sports teams’ operations are run 
solely by the students.
“While the Sports Club Executive 
Council allocates some funds to the club, 
almost all clubs raise their own money to 
compete,” Keith Becherer, assistant 
director o f Recreational Programs, said.
Some students pay dues up to $900 
each year to represent SIU E in national 
competitions. Students are also in charge 
o f all recruitment, fund raising, day-to-day 
operations and running practices.
“The students involved with Club 
Sports develop their leadership skills, 
budgeting skills, managements skills and 
interpersonal skills, all while maintaining 
an active and healthy lifestyle,” Becherer 
said.
SIU E has over 20 Club Sports, which 
have gained national attention since their 
creation. Many o f the clubs are now 
traveling competitors, attending meets or
games in different parts o f the country. 
Some teams, such as baseball and bowling, 
have gained so much popularity they must 
hold a tryout for an open spot. But, all 
students are welcome to participate in the 
events.
The Cricket Club has more than 50 
members, while the Ice Hockey Club and 
Football Club both have more than 40 
members. Hybrid Movements Club, one 
o f the newest clubs, consists o f a form o f 
martial arts and showed a massive increase 
in interest last year.
“All o f the clubs serve a special group 
o f students and appeal to their interests,” 
Becherer said. “As far as they are concerned 
and rightfully so each club is the most 
important and most popular.”
With more than 20 clubs ranging to 
anything from football to cricket, baseball, 
bowling, paintball or martial arts, students 
have opportunities to participate in 
activities which interests them. Some clubs 
many would think are not part o f SIU E’s 
lineup are the Water Skiing Club, Foam 
Fighting Club and an Outdoor Adventure 
Club.
I f  a student is interested in joining or 
even starting a club sport, they can visit by 
the Club Sports office in the Student 
Fitness Center, stop by the Welcome Week 
booths or go online to find a list o f clubs.
All Club Sports work around a 
student’s schedule and try not to interfere 
with the classroom. The clubs offered by 
SIU E are all voluntary and are up to the
Pete Ridens/Alestle
SIUE sophom ore Danny Brynildsen awaits a pass during a SIUE Club Ice Hockey 
gam e.
students to attend, compete and support, 
all w ithout getting in the way o f a 
student’s education. Many events and 
practices are held on weekends and 
evenings.
“ We understand academics are the 
first and foremost priority,” Becherer said.
“So these activities 
academic experience.”
complim ent the
Tony Patrico can be reached at 
alestlesports@gmail.com or 650-3524.
To n y ’s  Tíme Ou t
P la y  b y  P la y : A tte n d in g  sp o rts
With the new school year 
here, I think this year is going to 
be one o f the most exciting years 
in SIU E sports history. Many will 
say, what about next year? When 
will finally be Division I? True. 
That may be exciting; however, 
this is the final year o f  D-II 
competition, and our teams are 
out to prove they are ready for D- 
I .
I’ve attended my fair share o f 
sporting events as a student at 
SIU E, and I have found them to 
be one o f the most enjoyable 
things about being a student.
, They let me take a break from the 
stress o f the classroom, go and do 
something with friends and 
enjoy a college experience for let 
me remind you no cost. 
However, I have seen some o f  the 
good, the bad and the ugly 
moments in SIU E sports fan 
history.
Take the SIU E soccer crowd, 
for example. Designated by the 
fans as “The Eastsiderz,” many o f 
the students attend every game, 
no matter the weather. The 
Eastsiderz cheer, heckle, and
make sure their view o f the game 
are heard loud and clear. This is 
also the case with the Red Storm, 
which supports the basketball 
and volleyball teams. The two 
consist o f  mostly the same 
people. But a select few are not 
good enough.
I am not trying to say I am 
the almighty fan o f fans. I am just 
saying these suggestions could 
make your sporting experience a 
more memorable experience for 
you and a more m otivating 
experience for the players.
Be Loud; Be Proud; You’re 
a Cougar!
You are a student at one o f 
the most elite schools in the area. 
Don’t go to a game and sit next 
to your friends and talk about the 
“Gilmore Girls.” Be involved, be 
loud. Cheer when the team 
scores, yell when a bad call is 
made, show pride for your 
school. This not only makes you 
a dedicated fan, but believe me, it 
motivates the players and keeps 
them going.
Be funny. Trust me, it 
helps!
I f  you are in the stands and 
yell something like, “That call is 
dumb,” you more than likely will 
get a look from other students 
like you haven’t showered for 
days. However, if  you think o f 
something creative, then it 
usually helps, and you become 
the hit o f the game. Try giving 
someone a nickname or 
constantly calling someone 
“buddy” like they are your best 
friend. I once knew a guy who 
was the best at this. He would 
know things about players their 
own coach didn’t know. I f  an 
opposing player was in a ballet at 
age eight, this guy knew about it. 
Google-ing players before games 
is also a great way to learn some 
information about the opposing 
team.
Be Respectful
I f  a player goes down after 
being injured, do not cheer or call 
him a baby. Put yourself in that 
position. I f  you twist an ankle or 
tear a muscle, and you go down
in pain, you would hope 
somebody would come and help 
you up and make sure you are all 
right. N ow  take that same 
situation and have a large amount 
o f strangers pointing, laughing 
and calling you names. Doesn’t 
seem so much fun anymore, does 
it? Be respectful o f your team and 
your visiting players.
Remember, the players on 
the field are there for a reason.
So many times I have heard 
fans on the sideline screaming 
and yelling, “ What are you 
thinking? You’re terrible!” Well, 
players do what they do better 
than I could for sure. They are 
scholarship athletes, playing a 
sport they have played for years. 
They were selected to play a 
game on the collegiate level. Be 
proud and look up to the 
athletes; don’t shoot them down 
and harass them.
You don’t just represent 
yourself; you are representing 
your school.
Many times I have seen a fan
act in a way that makes me not 
want to associate with them. I ’m 
not saying I have seen an SIU E 
fan, but I have noticed other fans 
using vulgar language, behaving 
rudely, not following rules and 
being obscene. Fun is fun and 
jokes are jokes; however, there is 
a time when the end o f the line is 
near. Some things people say can 
put a bad reputation on SIU E. 
Remember, you are representing 
your school. Support the team 
and be respectful.
O f course, every student 
here is an adult who can make his 
or her own choices. The 
preceding items are guidelines to 
remember, so when you attend 
an event, you can make the most 
o f the situation
In closing, I urge students to 
participate and pay attention to 
what’s going on with campus 
sports. Remember, these guys 
aren’t just athletes, they are 
students too.
Tony Patrico can be reached at 
alesttesports@gmail.com or 650-3524.
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The SIU E men’s soccer team 
finished the season last year with a 
15-4-3 overall record, while going 
10-2-1 in the Great Lakes Valley 
Conference. After the loss o f  key 
seniors John M atthew s, Mike 
Banner, Victor Pacheco, and Mike 
Zaegel, and Kevin Thibodeau, the 
Cougars will look to their final 
year o f N C A A  Division-II 
competition with a fresh new crop 
o f talent.
The Cougars were eliminated 
in the NCAA D-II tournament by 
Northern Kentucky University 3-2 
in overtime. SIU E  opens their 
season on September 7 at Ralph 
Korte stadium, as they will take 
the field against GLVC rival 
Kentucky' Wesleyan.
Coach’s comment: “We are 
adding a wide variety' o f  recruits 
who bring many talents to the 
team .” men’s head coach Ed 
Huneke on the incoming athletes 
this season.
Women’s Soccer
The SIU E  wom en’s soccer 
team finished the season last year 
with a 12-5-3 overall and an 8-3-2 
in the GLVC. The Cougars will 
look to bounce back after being
eliminated from the GLVC 
tournament in the semi-final 
round by Bellarmine.
The Cougars have signed six 
players after losing five key 
seniors. After signing a pair o f 
twins, a speedy forward, a quick 
midfielder, a two-sport offensive 
powerhouse and another agile 
forward, the Cougars have made 
huge steps in replacing their voids.
SIU E and wom en’s head 
coach Lynda Bowers will take their 
final NCAA D-II season to mesh 
the newly signed players with their 
talented veterans. The Cougars 
open their season on August 26.
Coach’s comment: “I think 
this is going to be a class o f  solid 
very energetic, eager and team- 
oriented players.” women’s head 
coach Lynda Bowers on the 
incoming athletes this season.
Volleyball
The SIU E volleyball team is 
coming o ff one o f  their best 
seasons in the history o f  the 
program. After going 29-6 overall 
and 16-0 in GLVC competition, 
the Cougars are looking to 
continue their previous success.
Last year SIU E made it as far 




Sophomore Elizabeth Valenti (13) watches as SIU E alumni W hitney Hanson (7 ) clears the ball 
downfield in a gam e in 2006.
132  N o r t h  Main St.  • E d w a r d s v i l l e ,  IL 6 2 0 2 5
Check Out the A rea’s Newest Party B ar!
E d w a r d sv ille ’s  N e w e st H ot S p o t
Room





Thursday ★  Sunday 
$3 vodka $1 pints 
bombs
come '[¿Black Party
Wednesday, August 29th 
Thursday, August 30th
Prizes ★ Specials 
★ Jägermeister Girls 
★ Tube Shots 
★ Coors Lite Girls
H o m e O f T h e  G a v e l
(618) 656-9706
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Cougars’ tournament run was 
ended when they were eliminated 
by Ashland.
The Cougars will compete in 
the final season o f D II 
competition after finishing 
ranked No. 24 in the Nation last 
season. SIU E will start their 
season August 14 at home.
Coach’s comment: “ Really 
we felt we .could be competitive. 
It’s nice because o f a couple o f  
players stepped up and had a 
great year,” Volleyball coach 
Todd Gober on the success o f  last 
year.
Cross Country
The men’s cross-country 
team is coming o ff o f a fourth 
place GLVC tournament finish. 
With near all o f the runners 
returning to the team, the 
Cougars will look to finish ahead 
o f the pack in their final year o f  
competition before the 
reclassification period.
Finishing in the top five 
during three o f  the seven events, 
the Cougars look to improve 
their record and hope to again 
place three or more GLVC- 
honored athletes.
The women’s cross country 
finished in the top ten in four o f 
seven events. The women’s team 
went on to Nationals after 
finishing eighth in the GLVC 
tournament. The Cougars placed 
No. 20 nationally.
The men’s season will kick 
off on Friday, Sept. 7 in Peoria, 
HI., at the Bradley Invitational. 
The women’s season kicks o ff the 
same date. SIU E cross-country 
was also ranked All-Academic last 
season.
Coach’s comment: “They 
performed well in the classroom 
as well as the athletic arena.
Almost everyone across the board 
posted a GPA above 3.0.” Cross 
country coach David Astrauskas 
on the All-Academic 
achievement.
Golf
After Kyle Lickenbrock’s 
NCAA D-II national tournament 
appearance, the Cougars head to 
the links hoping for the same 
sorts o f success.
With most all Cougar golfers 
returning, head coach Kyle Viehl 
and the rest o f die Cougar golfers 
look to again place well in the 
majority o f their events. After 
finishing with in the top 10 o f 
eight events, the Cougars took 
first in the Cougar Classic.
The men’s go lf team will 
hold tryouts on Sept. 10 and 
begin their regular season during 
the Sept. 3 weekend at the 
Indianapolis Invitational.
The women’s golf team is 
returning to the go lf course after 
placing in the top five o f  four 
events. The Cougars best finish 
was third overall in the Illinois 
Wesleyan University Fall Classic.
With a fourth place finish in 
the GLVC tournament, the 
Cougars signed transfer student 
Megan Hood. Hood comes from 
Rend Lake it’s where three 
Cougar golfers once played.
Coach’s comment: “Since 
this season's schedule is pretty 
much the same as last fall's I hope 
to see the seniors and juniors 
setup it up and help the team 
place higher in each tournament 
than they did last year." Women’s 
head coach Jackie Jakel on this 
upcoming fall season.
Tony Patrico can be reached at 
aiestlesports@ßmail.com or 650-3524.
INTERNATIONAL RESTAURANT
Delicious Chinese, American, 
Japanese & Italian Food 
Eat in or take out
BBQ & Grill
Over 200 items to choose from!
10% off individual meal 
if  you show your SIUE ID card
122 South Buchanan St. 
Edwardsville, IL 62025
(618) 6 9 2 -6 8 8 8
Open 7 days a week 
Mon. - Sun. 10:30am - 9:30pm 
Across from the Edwardsville Library and Park 
in Downtown Edwardsville
Student Job Finder
Easy access from any web-based computer
Click on www.siue.edu/studentemplovment to:
• Access Student Job Finder
• Learn to use Student Job Finder
• Download Student Employment Handbook & Policies
• Understand the Satisfactory Academic Progress Policy
Use Student Job Finder to:
• Find your next part time on or off campus job
• Search for jobs requiring special skills
• Search for jobs by wage rate
• Let employers view your experience/skills
• Receive responses from interested employers
Student Employment/ 
Student Financial Aid 




(clockwise from top left) M en's soccer in action at Ralph Korte 
Stadium. Volleyball athletes stop an offensive attack. SIUE Cross 
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Students vs. Students
Intramural sports give students
by Tony Patrico
Alestle Sports Editor
Many students who head to 
SIU E after their high school career 
look to continue to compete in 
athletic sports. For those who do 
not have the opportunity to 
participate in NCAA-sanctioned 
athletics, SIU E  has another option 
that may suit them best.
Last year, an estimated 1,250 
students participated in intramural 
sports. Each year more students 
participate in sporting events on a 
recreational level to better their 
health, relieve stress and have fun 
in a competitive event.
Intramural sports offered 
include basketball, roller hockey, 
pool, outdoor and indoor soccer, 
volleyball, bowling, softball, flag 
football, disc golf, table tennis, 
kickball, Frisbee, and mud 
volleyball.
Different skill levels suiting 
the needs o f different athletes are 
available for intramural sports. 
Some events hold a small fee to 
keep up the facilities, but all events 
usually reward the participants 
who end the season overall 
champions. The champions o f the 
sports are usually awarded with an 
intramural champion T-shirt.
“Historically, the most
popular sports that we offer are 
soccer, volleyball, basketball, and 
flag football,” Nathan Scott, 
Intramural and Special Events 
Recreation specialist, said.
Intramural sports are offered 
throughout the SIU E campus. In 
the Vadalabene Center most o f the 
indoor sports are played. Outdoor 
sports are played on the campus 
recreational fields located across 
from the tennis courts.
“SIU E can be very proud o f 
the recreation facilities it provides 
to the students,” Mick Ostrander, 
Campus Recreation director, said. 
“We believe we have one o f the 
finer recreation complexes in the 
area.”
Participants and students who 
help with the programs learn a 
variety o f things during the 
sporting event. Student workers, 
who schedule, referee and keep 
score, can gain professional 
experience while working in an 
athletic atmosphere.
“Officials and supervisors are 
placed in leadership positions that 
require them to react to many 
different types o f situations, as 
well as communicate effectively to 
our participants,” Scott said.
Intramural participants have 
the chance to play a sport as close 
to the organized and competitive
level as possible without 
additional pressures. For a more 
relaxed atmosphere, students are 
encouraged to  join the co- 
recreational leagues. A student 
looking for more o f  a challenge 
can sign up for the competitive 
league. A  competitve league is for 
the athletes who have excelled in 
their desired sport in the co- 
recreational level. The competition 
is high and a higher level o f skill is 
needed to comepte.
“There are leagues tailored to 
cater to different competition 
levels am ongst the individual 
sports,” Scott said. “ Intramural 
sports are beneficial in many ways 
received by the participants and by 
the staff.”
Intram ural sports offer 
multiple physical and mental 
benefits. W hile the students 
engage in high-energy physical 
activity, they can also enhance 
their leadership and teamwork 
skills.
“The opportunity to increase 
your health through physical 
activity is a benefit,” Scott said. 
“All participants in our programs 
receive this while they are having 
fun.”
Tony Patrico can be reached at 
alestlesports@gmail.com or 650-3524.
Textbook Services
FALL 2007 SCHEDULE OF EXTENDED ISSUE HOURS
http://www.siue.edu/MUC/textbooks.html
August 13 & 16 Monday & Thursday
August 14, 15, 17, 18 Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat
August 19 
August 20 




Tuesday - Thursday 
Friday
8am - 6:30pm 
8am - 4:30pm 
Noon - 5pm 
8am - 8pm 
8am - 7pm 
8am - 4:30pm




8am - 6:30pm 
8am - 4:30pm
'Remember that unused textbooks may be returned at any time during the semester
Pete Ridens/Alestle 
m e n ’s intram ural co-
chance to compete
S IU E  stud e n ts com pete during 
recreational basketball game.
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I: When You J Q l
Open a Cougar Club 
Account and receive 
a Free "Top 10"
Cougar Banking 
Center T-shirt.
C L U B  
As a student, faculty or staff member it SIUE, you 
qualify for our exclusive Cougar Club Account. Simply
come .mo the C ougar Banking Center, b r n g  your valid Cougar 
Card, and any form ot valid identification to .'pen your account.
Cougar Club Benefits Include:
■  FREE M embership 
* FREE Checking Account
■ FREE Checks First Order FREE
■ Exclusive S5UE Checkbook Cover
■ No M inim um  Balance
■ Unlim ited Check Writing
■ FREE Magic Online Banking
■ FREE PayLink Online Bill Paying FREE ($47 annua l savings)
■ FREE MagicCheck ATM/Debit Card
■ FREE Transactions at Non-M agic Touch ATM s TheBANK's fee waived on 
5 transactions m onth ly  a t other bank's ATMs.
■ Consumer Loan Discount Bonus Interest Rate Reduction
■ Local M erchant Discount Program
■ CD Special Exclusive
■ FREE Club Quarterly Magazine
■ FREE Financial Consultation
■ Instructional Seminars Exclusive 
Financial & M oney Management Workshops Exclusive
f > s; Member FDIC
Cougar Banking with Cougar Pride I Cougar Banking Center  Hours: 8am - 6pm I www. cougarbank ing . com
